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Cloudy skies
“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  2 5
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
September 27, 2002 FR IDAY
An even match
The football team will play against a team of close
to equal talent in Illinois State Saturday.
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Eastern
not alone
in student
increase
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
Eastern saw a record increase in freshman enroll-
ment during this Fall 2002, but the university is not
alone in this phenomenon, as
most state schools spread
resources thinner to accommo-
date a growing number of stu-
dents.
This semester, Eastern saw
632 new students, including 593
more freshmen. The increase,
which was the largest in school
history, came after a decrease of
106 students from the 2000 to
2001 school year.
Blair Lord, vice president of
academic affairs, attributed
some of the increase to improve-
ments in Eastern’s recruiting
tactics and more state high
school graduates, but different
factors may contribute to the
state trend.
Melanie Magara, assistant
vice president for public affairs,
said the economy and the terror-
ist attacks of Sept. 11 have
sparked more overall interest in
attending college.
After Sept. 11, more students
wanted to stay closer to home,
family and friends, and some
opted to not attend out of state
schools.
The slowing economy may also be affecting state
school attendance.
“Traditionally when the economy is bad, students go
to school rather than jumping into the job market,”
said John Maguire, assistant vice president for uni-
versity affairs at Western Illinois University.
Fewer jobs and less opportunity drive students to
go to school rather than getting a job, and people
already in the working world to go back to college,
Magara said.
As Eastern tries to meet the needs of its new stu-
dents by housing freshmen in residence hall lounges
and adding sections, other universities face the same
challenges in housing and academics.
In addition to Eastern, Northern Illinois University
also saw the largest single year to year enrollment
By Jeremy Pelzer
C I T Y  R E P O R T E R
More Coles County residents
found work last month, but local
unemployment rates are still
slightly above the levels of previ-
ous years. 
The county unemployment rate
was 5.6 percent in August, accord-
ing to the Illinois Department of
Employment Security — a drop of
.3 percent from the previous
month. 
However, the rate was .2 per-
cent higher than in August 2001,
when 5.4 percent of Coles County
workers were jobless.
Cindy Titus, the executive
director of the Charleston
Chamber of Commerce, said the
short-term drop in unemployment
may indicate that county unem-
ployment rates are stabilizing.
“I certainly hope (unemploy-
ment rates) would stabilize,” Titus
said.
However, Titus said the Coles
County economy is still feeling the
aftershocks of Trailmobile’s deci-
sion last December to shut down
its Charleston trailer manufactur-
ing plant. The closing not only put
300 workers out of a job, but also
made job security at other local
businesses less stable, she said.
“Other businesses were tied to
Trailmobile,” Titus said. “And
we’re going to see a loss of jobs
tied to that. That’s how some busi-
ness have to cope.”
Titus said the county’s largest
employers — Eastern, the public
school system and Sarah Bush
Lincoln Memorial Hospital — are
in no danger of closing anytime
soon, and form a stable base that
the local economy can use to grow.
Also, an unemployment rate of
5.6 percent is “not too bad,” she
said, noting that about four per-
cent of the population in any area
tends to be unemployable.
“Four, five, six percent — that’s
not bad,” Titus said. “We’d start
worrying if it hit double digits.
“It’s a change from a couple of
years ago, but we were in a boom
time then,” she said. 
However, Titus said that the
performance of the county econo-
my is dependent on how the
national and international
economies are faring.
Recent fluctuations in the
state and national unemployment
rates do follow a pattern similar
to Coles County’s rates.
The Illinois unemployment
rate dropped in August from 6.7
percent the previous month to
6.2 percent, according to the
IDES. However, the rate was still
significantly higher than in
August 2001, when 5.5 percent of
Illinois workers were unem-
ployed.
Nationally, the unemployment
rate was 5.7 percent in August,
compared to 5.9 percent in July
and 4.9 percent in August, 2001,
according to U.S. Department of
Labor statistics.   
State
university
enrollment
 Eastern
increase 632
students
 Southern
Illinois
University
increase 275
students 
 Illinois
State
University
decrease 264
students
 Northern
Illinois
University
increase 1,166
students
Western
Illinois
University
increase 1,939
Unemployment rate
 August 2001-5.8 percent
 July 2002-5.3 percent
 August 2002-5.6 percent
 Nation August 2002 5.7 per-
cent
 Illinois August 2002 6.2
percent
C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
Lindsey Holcomb, a freshman biology major; Sharyne Connell, a freshman elementary education major; and Megan
Tischhauser, a freshman communications major, walk from Thomas Dining to Taylor Hall Thursday evening as eerie clouds
cover the sky, a result of former Hurricane and now Tropical Storm Isidore.
 Despite being hundreds of miles away, Storm Isadore affects Charleston’s weather, too
By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Although Charleston is a long way from the eye of
Tropical Storm Isidore, the city’s weather has been
among many in the southern part of the nation to feel
its affects on the outside brim of the storm. 
Formerly a hurricane, Tropical Storm Isidore made
its way inland the past few days, causing a high pow-
ered storm to damage many southern Lousiana homes
damage and causing recent overcast days in
Charleston.
Dalias Price, local weather observer, said the cloudy,
dreary days will not last because the storm is moving
up the eastern seaboard. 
However, Charleston may see overcast skies all
weekend, but there is a very slim chance for rain over
the weekend and, during that time, the tropical storm
should follow a path up to the northeast toward north-
ern Europe. 
“We will not likely receive very much precipitation,
if any,” he said.
Hurricane Isidore, which was orginally spotted on
the west coast of
Africa 10 days ago,
reached winds of
more than 100
mph, but once it
moved inland and
became a tropical
storm, winds died
down to 20 to 25
mph. 
The storm still
brought trouble
inland in New
Orleans, La., however, causing damaging floods.
The hurricane was right on time for hurricane sea-
son, September being one of the hot months for hurri-
canes to sweep through. Price said it was right on
schedule like an old saying predicted.
“June too soon, July stand by, August look out must,
September remember, October all over,” he said.
As  the saying implies, Charleston has a glimpse of
hope that the cloudy, overcast weather will pass with
the hurricane season.
Coles County unemployment numbers slightly higher
 Western Illinois had biggest jump,
Illinois State saw a decrease in students
“June too soon, July
stand by, August look
out must, September
remember, October
all over.”
—Dalias Price
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By Ben Erwin
V E R G E  E D I T O R
With a slew of platinum records,
a New York Times Bestseller, four
Grammy nominations, a national-
ly-syndicated radio show and a cur-
rent hit comedy tour all to his cred-
it, actor/comedian/recording star
Jeff Foxworthy will be performing
his renowned standup at two shows
Saturday in Lantz Arena to cele-
brate Eastern’s annual Family
Weekend.
A regular on shows such as “The
Tonight Show,” “The Late Show
With David Letterman” and the
star of two Showtime comedy spe-
cials along with more than 10 mil-
lion albums sold, Foxworthy deliv-
ers far more than mere red neck
humor.  
With a career spanning 14 years,
Foxworthy has worked his way
from fledgling hotel-bar comedian
to sitcom, recording and radio star.
Along with this, Foxworthy is the
author of 10 books including “You
Might be a Redneck If...,” “You’re
Not a Kid Anymore” and the high-
ly successful “No Shirt, No Shoes,
No Problem” which spent two
months on the New York Times
Bestsellers List, and has garnered
sales of more than 600,000 copies.
Beginning in 1988, Foxworthy
quit his lucrative $30,000 a year job
to pursue a career as a standup
comedian. Playing smokey clubs
48 weeks annually for little pay,
Foxworthy was able to build a siz-
able fan base throughout the coun-
try, eventually winning the honor
of Best Stand-Up Comic in 1990.
In addition to comedy tours that
saw him open for the likes of Garth
Brooks and Jay Leno among oth-
ers, Foxworthy released his first
comedy CD in 1995, the multi-plat-
inum “You Might Be a Redneck
If...”  
Selling more than 3 million
copies, “You Might Be a Redneck
If...” stands as the all-time best-
selling comedy album, outselling
the likes of Adam Sandler, Denis
Leary and George Carlin.
With his current “Blue Collar
Comedy Tour,” Foxworthy, along
with fellow comedians Bill
Engvail, Ron White and Larry the
Cable Guy, has been selling out
venues across the country for
more than a year.
Taking a break from the “Blue
Collar” tour, Foxworthy will per-
form at 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
Saturday in Lantz Arena. With the
annual Family Weekend, Eastern’s
S E E  F O X W O R T H Y  Page 5B
J U S T  T H I N K I N G . . .
Verge  editor  Ben Erwin
condemns the commercialization
of the pop music world.

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M U S I C  R E V I E W S
Disturbed’s new album
“Believe” is melodic and powerful.

Page 10B
M O V I E  R E V I E W S
“Monster Inc.” DVD provides great
entertainment for people of all ages.

Page 11B
C O N C E R T  C A L E N D A R
Regional  bands Riptones, Seeking
Syd along with Background Noise
and live jazz will provide ample
music this weekend at the bars

Page 12B
 Family Weekend sure to be a hit with best-selling comic and Grammy nominated Jeff Foxworthy sure to crack up parents and students alike Saturday
Star comic
Jeff Foxworthy
to headline
Family Weekend
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By Carly Mullady 
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Interim President Lou Hencken
will speak about Eastern’s progress
for this Friday’s Chamber of
Commerce Fourth Friday Luncheon.
“We chose Lou because he has
recently been reinstated as
Eastern’s president for several
years and we would like to hear his
plans and what he has to say about
the University,” said executive
director Cindy Titus.
Titus said commerce members
are interested in President
Hencken’s ideas for Eastern’s
progress in the next few years.
“At least 30 Chamber of
Commerce representatives are
expected to attend,” Titus said.  
The luncheons take place every
fourth Friday six months out of the
year and were started by the
Charleston’s Chamber of
Commerce in 1996.  
Originally, the luncheons were
held because not all members
could attend evening functions,
Titus said.  
“It’s just another venue to bring
members together,” she said.  
Keeping members and the pub-
lic up to date with timely topics is
the idea behind hosting the lunch-
eons. The lunch is open to any
community members as well as
Chamber members.  
However, most luncheons
require advance reservations.  
The luncheon is scheduled to
begin at 12 p.m. Food will be
served shortly thereafter, and
President Hencken is scheduled to
begin speaking at 12:30 p.m.
There will be a will be a short
question and answer session fol-
lowing Hencken’s speech.  
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Time to relax
Suellen Ebbert, of Charleston, gives Latorre Haymon, freshman biology major, a back massage Thursday night in
the Ford Hall lobby. Ford sponsored a “massage night” with Ebbert’s business, Turning Point Therapeutics, and
Web of Life Therapeutic massage, both based in Charleston. About 25 students came for a massage.
By Caitlin Prendergast
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Today is the last day to receive a
T-shirt with registration for the
third annual 2.5 kilometer
Homecoming Race.
Participants who have their reg-
istrations postmarked by Sept. 27
will be provided with a shirt from
the T-Shirt Factory for the race at 9
a.m. on Oct. 12, a press release 
stated.
The race, sponsored by Eastern,
the city of Charleston and the T-
Shirt Factory, will begin at the cor-
ner of Seventh Street and Lincoln
Avenue.
About 1.5 miles later, the race
will end at the corner of Sixth
Street and Lincoln Avenue at the
Bank of America. The route is the
same as the homecoming
parade’s.
The entry fee for the
Homecoming Race is $5 with no T-
shirt and $8 with a T-shirt after
today, and then registration will be
available for $7 with no T-shirt
option.
On race day, participants can
register from 7:45 a.m. until 8:45
a.m.
Free youth races for children 10
and under will begin at 8:15 a.m.
Awards and prizes will be avail-
able to runners, walkers and rac-
ers in wheelchairs. 
Categories include first place
overall, wheelchair, and open in
many age divisions. 
All racers and volunteers will
receive brunch, gift packs and
food coupons from McDonalds.
For additional information on
the Homecoming Race, contact
John Pommier with the
Department of Recreation
Administration at 581-6597, or fill
out a race application at the
Student Recreation Center’s front
desk.
By Steve Butera
S T A F F  W R I T E R  
The Residence Hall Association
approved a new decreased budget
during its meeting last night.
Budget approval was postponed
after discussion last Thursday. The
delay was because the RHA needed
extra time to discuss of an excess of
money in several committee funds.
The current budget is about
$10,600, a decrease from last year’s
$12,000 budget.
RHA funds the Student Public
Relations, Helping Hands, Campus
Perk, Fun Stuff Committee,
Special Events, Kids’ Weekend and
Homecoming Committee.
All committees were allocated
more funds, except Campus Perk,
Homecoming and Special Events
Committee, said Nachel Glynn,
vice president of finance.
Glynn said the committees were
allocated more money, even with
the lower budget, because the
RHA took $1,000 from a reserve
fund. A reserve fund can be allo-
cated for committees and events or
deposited in a blank fund.
“We decided that money is for
spending, not for saving,” she said.
In a executive board meeting
Wednesday night, a proposal was
made to take $50 from the Helping
Hand Committee, the Fun Stuff
Committee, the Special Events
Committee, and Kids’ weekend.
The RHA voted unanimously to
approve the proposal.
“The money was put into a non-
specific, general slush fund, which
could be used by all the commit-
tees if they need more money,”
said Kevin Leverence, president of
the RHA.
RHA also discussed the housing
master plan committee’s plan to
renovate the campus over the next
six years.
Among the top priorities was
making the campus compliant with
the American Disabilities Act. This
includes making entrances and ele-
vators wheel chair accessible.
Replacing water heaters in
Andrews Hall and Greek Court
were also discussed.
“It’s (plans) a little overwhelm-
ing,” Leverence said. “There’s
some fun stuff though.”
Next week, RHA plans to begin
discussions on enacting a task
force to improve the overall effi-
ciency of the Association.
By Alicia Choi
S T A F F  W R I T E R
An informal gallery talk about
local artist, Paul T. Sargent, a for-
mer Eastern teacher, will be held
2 p.m. Sunday at the Tarble Arts
Center.
Michael Watts, director of the
Tarble Arts Center, will speak
about Sargent’s work. Watts will
discuss the evolution of Sargent’s
style and the different paintings
depicting local scenes around the
Coles County area.
Swapping stories, sharing
information, and talking infor-
mally about Sargent’s works
will be the highlights of this
event.
Terry Barnhart, professor of
history, said he was 
personally interested in
Sargent’s papers.
Barnhart said Tarble had made
considerable effort to collect
Sargent’s works. A representa-
tive sampling of Sargent’s vari-
ous art works and papers are
available in Eastern’s 
archives, located in the Booth
Library.
Copies of Sargent’s 1933 auto-
biography will be available, and
Watts has gathered various infor-
mation about Sargent from the
archives.
Sargent was born and raised in
the Coles County area and
attended Eastern.  He went on to
study at the Art Institute of
Chicago, and came back to live in
Coles County.
Sargent also taught summer
art classes through the extension
period at Eastern.
“He influenced a handful of
people that went on to success in
the visual arts,” Watts said.
Many of his art work depicts
local scenes, and Watts said
Sargent had a strong connection
to the local area and Eastern.
Watts said he expects many
people who knew Sargent,
Sargent’s family members and
friends and people who are famil-
iar with his works to attend the
event.
The admission is free, and the
event will close with an informal
reception.
Homecoming race 
registration due today
Tarble will hold 
informal gallery talk
Hencken to speak at chamber luncheon
RHA approves decreased budget
Six-year housing 
renovation plan discussed
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Ben Erwin
V E R G E  E D I T O R
There was once a time, somewhere far
beyond the minute memory of popular cul-
ture, when television commercials were
filled with catchy jingles aimed at sticking in
a viewer’s head for days until––seemingly
numbed by a 20-second melody––consumers
ran out to buy the product. Sadly, these days
have been subjugated by commercials for
everything from Target and Microsoft to
Jaguar and Cadillac featuring pop stars
crooning away for a quick buck while watch-
ing credibility rapidly slip away.
I was jarred from sleep the other morning
by a Target ad of all things which featured a
snippet of Andrew WK’s “Don’t Stop Living
in the Red,” replete with his typical screech-
es and a catchy little guitar riff.  This would-
n’t have even raised an eyebrow except
Target, the notoriously conservative, soul-
crushing chain store once banned WK’s
album due to its bloody cover image.  
Unable to avoid the whiffs of bitter irony
sent my way, I began to find commercials
filled with obnoxious pop songs seemingly
inescapable. Condensed to a 30-second hook
and few catchy visuals, musicians are now
content to license their work to corporations
desperate to capitalize on whichever demo-
graphic seems to fit that particular little
ditty.
Gone are the days when jingles like “plop,
plop, fizz, fizz” or “I’d like to teach the world
to sing” are lodged into the nations subcon-
scious for months at a time or when the likes
of Art Twain (think “Fall into the Gap” or
“I’ve got a taste for McDonalds,” and you
may know Twain’s work) could craft simple
hooks on a single rhyme which seemed to
repeat endlessly in the brains of anyone
unfortunate enough to hear them.
Instead, we have bloated pop stars capital-
izing on the power of commercials to sell
both products and their waning credibility to
the highest bidder. Corporations, for their
part, have only catapulted the practice of
buying hit songs for use in commercials by
paying exorbitant amounts to stars and has-
beens alike for their most viable properties.
While the occasional song, like the
Carpenter’s “We’ve only Just Begun” was orig-
inally a bank jingle, later crossing onto the
pop charts, it is the exception and certainly
not the rule. Nike of all things was one of the
first major corporations to incorporate
famous music into its monolithic advertising
campaigns.  
When Nike bought the rights to The
Beatles’ hit “Revolution,” the company had
unknowingly opened a floodgate for future
musical purchases in ads.  To date, The
Beatles (courtesy of Michael Jackson, who
owns their catalog) has licensed music to the
likes of H&R Block (“Tax Man”), All State
(“When I’m 64”) and Phillips (“Getting
Better”).
First it seemed many older or retired
artists were getting in on the act of selling
their music for use in commercials. Frankly,
I’m typically fine with this.  Any one-hit-
wonder has all the right in the world to capi-
talize on his or her fame as long as possible,
but when current or classic artists begin
whoring themselves mercilessly to corpora-
tions salivating at the prospect of crossover
demographics, something is definitely
wrong.
What really seems to be bothersome is
when art, which is known and loved, seems
co-opted from a musical medium and used
seemingly for evil. No matter what anyone
says, there is a huge difference between sell-
ing music and using music to sell a pair of
jeans.
Other familiar songs in commercials
include Chevrolet’s anthem “Like A Rock”
by Bob Seger and Volkswagen’s “Mr.
Roboto,” by Styx. Most appalling however
are examples like Bob Marley’s “Get Up,
Stand Up” in a Timberland commercial, Led
Zeppelin’s “Rock and Roll” in Cadillac ads,
Iggy Pop’s “Lust For Life” in cruise ship
commercials and The Doors’ “Light My
Fire” in numerous car ads.
I hate to cry sellout, which seems all too
easy these days, but it’s a bit difficult not to.  
For the artists, there is the possibility of
large amounts of cash for seemingly no
work. The Rolling Stones were paid $12 mil-
lion for “Start Me Up,” a song written almost
30 years ago, by the ever-expanding evil
empire Microsoft, who set the new bench-
mark in payment for a commercial property.
For the artists, there’s the money and the
corporation has new ads to woo prospective
“hip” audiences.
Somehow though, I find it hard to believe
the likes of punk visionary Iggy Pop seeing
his music in advertisements as a good thing.  
Even worse, The Clash’s “Should I Stay, Or
Should I Go” was recently used in Smirnoff
Ice malt liquor ads. If Joe Strummer was
dead, he would be rolling in his grave, but
since he’s still among the living, he’s far
more likely to be rolling atop mountainous
piles of hundred dollar bills.
Although popular music in advertisements
certainly can’t be stopped, it should be con-
tained. If advertisers feel the need to exploit
and pimp music, at least be selective.  Leave
the legacy of The Beatles, Bob Marley and
The Clash alone in favor of two-bit techno
artists, pop stars and any music which isn’t
universally recognizable.
The likes of Britney Spears, Hoobastank
and Christina Aguilera were created to be
exploited. Their music is little more than
expendable anyway, so why not use them?
It may not be as profitable for advertisers,
but at least it won’t feel like another piece
of American pop culture has been stolen
for commercial use.
“What really seems to be
bothersome is when art ...
seems co-opted from a musi-
cal medium and used seem-
ingly for evil.”
J U S T  T H I N K I N G . . .
When pop culture becomes
commercial property
He is a junior
journalism and
English major
He can be reached
at benerwin@hot-
mail.com
Sue Eggers
“J. Lo, I think
she’s overrated,
she sucks and
she tries to sell
her body.”
Jeremy Hansen
“Musicians are
forced to sell-out
to record labels
and sign over vir-
tually all royalties
and copy rights.”
Michaela
Livingston
“Alan Jackson
changed his way
just to make
money.”
Devin Heisner
“They’re just try-
ing to get their
name out there...
trying to make it
in a tough mar-
ket.”
Maggie Busch
“Busta Rhymes,
he used to be
tough, now he’s
in Mt. Dew com-
mercials.”
Chelsea Reeg
“Dirty Vegas,
who ever heard
of them before?”
Q U O T E  T H I S
What do you think has been the most
blatant example of an artist selling out?
O N  T H E  V E R G E  O F  T H E  W E E K E N D
Staff
A New Look Tanning
Don’t lose that summer tan quite yet!
Weekly and Monthly Specials
32 Bulb Bed
3 Face Tanners
Unlimited
2 weeks $22
1 month $42
other options available
30 Bulb Bed
Unlimited
2 weeks $19
1 month $35
other options available
655 W Lincoln Suite #12
348-8123
Donna’s Hair
Creations
L e t  u s  g i v e  y o u  t h e  G r e a t
c u t  y o u ’ v e  b e e n  l o o k i n g  f o r !
$ 2  o f f  h a i r  c u t  w i t h  A n n a
Across  f rom Body  Shop  in  Olde towne  Apt s
1 4 0 8  6 t h  S t r e e t      3 4 5 - 4 4 5 1
(Mus t  p r e sen t  coupon  EXP 10 -30 -02 )
Man who waits for roast duck to fly into mouth must wait very, very long time.
20% OFF DINNER BUFFET W/STUDENT I.D.
SO CALL CHINA 88 AND HAVE YOUR ASIAN
CUISINE DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR
348-1232
SUN-THU 11-9, FRI-SAT 11-10
ASK ABOUT OUR
DINNER SPECIALS
USED - NEW
FURNITURE
TREASURE ISLAND
348-1041
10-5 MON.-FRI    10-2 SAT.
$2.00
Welcome Back Students!
Present this coupon for $2 off your haircut
Ask about frequent cutter card
after 5 haircuts with the same stylist
6th one is FREE
HAIRBENDERS II
1 8 2 0  M c k i n l e y  A v e 3 4 5 - 6 3 6 3
Brian’s Place
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY from 2pm till 1 am
with no cover and $1.75 oz Big Bottles
Free pool 2-5pm
With DJ’s playing the latest Dance Music
Fri, Sat & Sun Nights and a Large Dance Floor,
we are the perfect place to hold your
Fraternity and Sorority functions.
Contact us MON-FRI, 10am-5pm for more information
21st & Broadway
Mattoon IL (217) 234-4151 www.clubx-treme.com
By Mary Carnevale
Staff writer
An international student shared
her experiences as a freelance
journalist for CBS News and USA
Today Thursday afternoon at the
year’s first International Forum.
About 50 students, faculty and
staff listened as Rabia Akhtar
spoke about the time she spent
covering the war on terrorism in
Pakistan and Afghanistan.
“Life for all of us changed after
9-11,” Akhtar said.
Akhtar told of several situations
she and Kimberly Dozier, her part-
ner from CBS News, endured in
Pakistan.
They attended several press con-
ferences and rallies and interviewed
as many people with information
about the crisis as they could.
Akhtar said the pair spoke with
top military leaders and tried to talk
to religious party leaders as well. 
Akhtar said the religious lead-
ers would not say much; however,
those below them gave Akhtar
and Dozier information to bring
back to America.  
One experience Akhtar relayed
involved a rally against the attack
on America.
She saw flag-burning and
Pakistanis going wildly out of con-
trol. The police brought out tear
gas in order to calm the shouting
crowd, and Akhtar said that was
the only time she was afraid.
Akhtar also talked to a man who
was formerly a part of the Taliban.
The exclusive interview, which
was done in a very secluded place
for security reasons, boosted CBS’
ratings by telling the horrifying
tale of what the Taliban did that no
one knew about, Akhtar said.
The Taliban members had pic-
tures of massacres, homes they
burnt and people they skinned.
After this video was shown, many
Muslims changed their positive
views of the Taliban.
Akhtar also described her first
trip into Afghanistan, and the peo-
ple they encountered there.
Akhtar, Dozier and USA
Today’s Jack Kelly talked to the
women at war camps.
They learned of the atrocities
against women under the Taliban.
Akhtar said that black paint cov-
ers women’s windows so that they
can’t see outside, and their educa-
tion is restricted.
“That is not Islam,”  Akhtar
said of the Taliban’s claim to be
following their religion as an
excuse for the terror they cause.
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$4 Skyy Vodka Mixers
$4 UV Wine Coolers
Bring Your Parents Out to Stu’s
For a Real Good Time!!!
NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS
WWW.STUSONLINE.COM
Stu’s
Parent’s Weekend
Come Early
Come Late
9pm to Dawn
NOW OPEN ALL DAY
AND
ALL NIGHT
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Breakfast or Sandwiches
Wrangler Roast Beef
703 W. Lincoln
Wrangler
“HOME OF THE PIKES CLUB”
WELCOME PARENTS
CROSS COUNTY
MALL
Route 16  Mattoon, IL
258-8513
JC Penny
Deb Shop
Good Sports
Kirkin’s Hallmark
Elder-Beerman
Walden Books
Radio Shack
Sears Roebuck
Regis Beauty Shop
JP’s Sandwich Shop
Cross County Dental
Center
ProNails
GNC
Sam Goody Music
Payless Shoe Source
Illinois Express Eyecare
Sunglass Express
Gliks Edge
Walgreens
Bath & Body Works
Maurices
LAURI DERUITER GADUS
INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT
217/345-8855
WWW.MARYKAY.COM/LGADUS
Yay verily! I declare 
Advertise in ye
olde DEN this
fortnight
thee advertisement to
be smashing!
581-2816
International student shares 
freelance journalism experiences
New administrator
could help relieve
server problems
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
The university has hired a new
administrator who may relieve
some of the server problems. 
After a time-consuming national
search, Mihir Chatterji has been
hired on an annual contract as the
new director of information tech-
nology services, filling a gap that
has bogged down the technology
department since the summer, said
Jeff Cooley, vice president for
business affairs.
“We want to provide reliable
Internet connections for the cam-
pus, and that will certainly be a
priority,” he said.
The technology department has
been understaffed since Bill
Witsman, former vice president
for information technology servic-
es retired on June 17. Two other
positions have also been vacant in
the technology department, includ-
ing director of information tech-
nology services and systems and
director of operations.
Cooley said he hopes that
Chatterji will bring a sense of lead-
ership and knowledge to the
department, offering a new per-
spective because he was hired
from the outside.
“We can focus more efforts on
things that someone with technol-
ogy background can bring 
in some new ideas on,” Cooley
said.
After Chatterji becomes com-
fortable in his new campus sur-
roundings, Cooley said he expects
he will be able to bring intuitive
solutions to the slow response
time and unreliability of the
Internet.
Though Cooley discussed the
server problems with Chatterji, no
plans have been formulated yet
because Chatterji is still unfamil-
iar with the campus.
“This someone from outside can
come in and take a look see new
things,” Cooley said.
Cooley also hopes he will be
able to help fill the two vacant
positions and improve customer
service.
Currently, Chatterji serves as
chief information officer stationed
at Ivy Tech State College’s central
office in Indianapolis. He is
responsible for the overall infor-
mation technology infrastructure
across 23 Indiana locations, a press
release stated.
He also serves as an adjunct
instructor at Indiana State
University, teaching three credit
hours per semester at graduate
and undergraduate levels in com-
puter science and aerospace.
“User services, administrative
information systems, technical
support, computer operations, net-
work support, microcomputer
repair, technology acquisition and
telecommunications are all areas I
have personally worked in, or with,
over the years,” Chatterji said in a
press release.
Chatterji will step in on Oct. 17
and plans to commute from his
home in Terre Haute, Ind.
“I thought he was the best quali-
fied candidate and could provide
the best leadership for the technol-
ogy department at the university,”
Cooley said.
K E I T H  B A T T L E S O N / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Students and Faculty came together Thursday afternoon to listen to
Rabia Akhtar talk about her experiences covering the war on terrorism
in Pakistan and Afghanistan, in the Charleston-Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
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Kelly Kolovitz
STAFF WRITER
Face painting and button making
will add to the excitement of the
Family Weekend Panther Picnic, pro-
viding entertainment for families as
they tour campus.
“It is going to be a lot of fun for
young people of any age,” said John
Crask, arts and crafts coordinator for
the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.  
Over 900 People are expected to
attend the Panther Picnic, but previous
reservations are required to partici-
pate. Students and families who made
reservations can pick up their sack
lunch in the Library Quad from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. The sack lunch contains a
gourmet deli sandwich, chips, fruit
and a drink. 
However, even if families do not
have reservations, they can still par-
ticipate in the face painting and button
making, which will be going on all
weekend. The face painting will be
held from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. Friday in the
Alumni Lounge in the union and 8 a.m.
to noon Saturday in the union walkway. 
“Kids can wash their faces at night
and be assured that they can get them
redone in the morning,” Crask said.
Crask said face painting will allow
Panther fans to show their school spir-
it, and encourages people to get their
faces painted before attending the
football game at 1:30 p.m. Saturday at
O’Brien Stadium.
In addition to photo buttons, mag-
nets and key chains will also be
offered for $4 each. Pictures with
friends or family will make a great
souvenir, Crask said.
Buttons, key chains and magnet pho-
tos will be offered  from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. Friday in the Alumni Lounge in
the union, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday in
the union walkway, and from 9 a.m. to
noon Sunday in the Bridge/Walkway
Lounge in the union.  
Jugglers from last year’s Family Weekend headlining event Cirque Eos, toss bowling
pins back and forth as part of their act
New activities add twist to picnic
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
Several meals and a free movie will be offered
throughout Family Weekend for visiting guests.
The University Board will sponsor a free showing
of Scooby Doo at 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. Friday in Buzzard
Auditorium.
On Friday night, an all-you-can-eat pasta dinner will be
offered in the Rathskeller on the lower level of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. Adults and students pay
$6.75, children ages 6 to 10 years old will pay $4 and chil-
dren 5 years old and younger are free.
The meal includes a a choice of spaghetti or rainbow
rotini topped with meat sauce, marinara or alfredo sauce,
a salad, vegetables and bread sticks.
A free continental breakfast sponsored by the EIU
Parents Club will take place from 9 a.m. to noon Saturday
in the Vending Lounge on the first floor of the union. 
While families enjoy bagels, pastries and fruit, mem-
bers of the EIU Parents Club will be present to
answer any questions ranging from the policies at
the university to administrative concerns. The
Parent’s Club exists as a link between administra-
tion and parents, and the breakfast provides an open
forum for concerns or questions to be addressed.
Before families head off to see Jeff Foxworthy, the
featured comedic entertainment, they can take time
for one more meal. 
The Family Weekend barbecue dinner will be held
in the Grand Ballroom of the union between 4:30 and
7:30 p.m. The fee is $9 for adults and students, $4.50 for
children 6 to 10 years old and free for children 5 years
old and younger.
Marinated chicken breasts, beef brisket, baked
beans vegetables and dessert will be provided. 
Fun-filled Family
Weekend to suit all
F I L E  P H O T O
Mattoon Golf and Country Club
Tee times available Saturday 
$30 for 18 holes and cart
Reservations required
Payment must be made by credit card
(Sorry no cash)
Dining Reservations 234-8831
Tee Times 234-7735
Saturday, September 28th
Full Service Menu
11:00 am to 9:00 pm
Prime Rib Buffet - $12.95
5:00 to 9:00 pm
Sunday, September 29th
Brunch Buffet - $5.95
9:00 am to 1:00 pm
We are now taking reservations for Parent’s Weekend
MOON
LIGHT MADNESS
Twice is Nice
35%
Buy one sweater at 35% off
Get second sweater at 50% off 
Buy three sweaters (all on sale)
Get fourth one FREE
For the Area’s Finest Resale 
Shopping for Home & Family
Off Entire Store
Fri, Sept. 27, 6pm-10pm
Sat, Sept. 28, 10am-4pm
1100 18th St. - Charleston
348-5803
(a few exceptions apply)
Friday Night
$2.50 pint glasses of
kick-a-poo punch
Half-off martini’s @
$2.50
Rail liquor - “you call it”
Saturday Night
imagine.
advertise
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I wrote a letter to the editor
last semester that sparked some
controversy. For those of you
who missed all the fun, I’ll briefly
recap: I addressed the large
group of people who claim to be
supporters of gay rights, but who
then cringe at seeing two men
kissing or two women holding
hands and complain they don’t
want to see it or hear about it.
Evidently, a homosexual relation-
ship is only acceptable to them if
the relationship is out of the sight
of the straight and fearful. 
After expressing further opin-
ions on the topic, I accused the
cringers of being hypocritical
bigots spouting politically-correct
jargon they don’t even believe.
Two responses to my letter were
printed. One was more focused
on affronting me personally than
on raising valid issues, so I won’t
address it here. The other, how-
ever, was a response I anticipated
– the Christian justification for
condemnation of gays. Because
this is also the justification I’ve
heard in defense of prohibiting
gay marriage recently, I’d like to
refute this reasoning.
Before anyone begins throw-
ing Bibles at me in offended
anger, let me make this clear: I
am not anti-religion or anti-
Christianity by any means.
Although I now consider myself
a spiritual person rather than a
religious one, I spent almost two
decades as an intense and devout
Christian in a religion-centered
family. I do understand religious
motives and beliefs and the
power therein, so I feel entirely
comfortable commenting on and
disputing the “same sex relation-
ships are immoral” standpoint.
Let me also stress I do realize
that many open-minded
Christians, including several of
my own friends, do not cling to
this idea. I do not intend to group
them with those I’m addressing
here.
Consider some Christian views:
1. People’s souls, not their bodies,
are the essence of their being.
Bodies are only the vessels tem-
porarily carrying eternal souls
and personalities. 2. We should
not judge others based on out-
ward appearance; to do so is
superficial, not God-like. 3.
Regardless of gender, race or
ability, all people are equal in
God’s eyes. 
So, our bodies are temporary
and souls eternal, outward
appearance is meaningless and
the genders are equal; but whom
we fall in love with should be lim-
ited to physical body parts? It is
not the physical sex that deter-
mines the inner person. How then
can it be what validates a rela-
tionship or love? If the bodiless,
genderless inner soul is at the
core of Christian “love,” why in
the Christian religion should gen-
der or sexual orientation hold any
importance? It seems that noth-
ing could be more moral than lov-
ing someone for who she or he is,
regardless of what physical
attributes she or he happens to
have.
Arguing that a few obscure
verses in the Bible condemn
homosexuality doesn’t cut it
either. The Bible was, as the reli-
gious respondent so accurately
pointed out last semester, “writ-
ten by the hands of people,” the
same people who wrote that
women are possessions of men
and no one should wear clothing
of mixed fabric. They also
ordered, supposedly under God’s
influence, “Do not cut the hair at
the sides of your head or clip off
the edges of your beard”
(Leviticus 19:27). So, how many
clean-shaven Christian men and
independent Christian women
plan on wearing their best poly-
cotton blends straight to hell? Or
does this merely indicate that,
because times change and the
human writers were imperfect,
we can’t follow everything the
Bible says?
I am not suggesting anyone
abandon his or her religion; I am
simply encouraging people to
open their minds to other possi-
bilities and interpretations.
Clearly, the Bible sets forth
guidelines that we choose to
interpret less strictly than a liter-
al reading would allow; it even
establishes rules most Christians
completely ignore at this point. If
we concede that not everything
in scripture suits our modern
ideas of Christianity and if we
recognize the tenets of the reli-
gion that lean toward love,
acceptance and soul before body,
we should also, with relative
ease, be able to discard the notion
that homosexuality is immoral.
Christianity advocates love, and I
contend that love in its purest
and strongest sense knows no
physical boundaries. I think God
would agree.
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Stephanie Ernst
Guest
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Ernst also is a
senior English
major.
She can be reached at
stephernst@mail.com
Soul comes before the body
O P I N I O N
Follow
through
on goals
E D I T O R I A L
Recently, the Sigma Pi
house on Lincoln Avenue was
littered with toilet paper and
egg shells. The apartment
complex behind it also was
bombarded with eggs. The
name “Kappa Delta” was
written several times in win-
dow paint on one of the
Sigma Pi house’s windows. If
some of the members of your
sorority were responsible for
these acts, then encourage
them to publically apologize
to those they inconvenienced
with the mess. In my years
here at Eastern, I have heard
so many of my greek friends
complain about how they get
a bad reputation as drunken,
unmotivated trouble makers.
I am sure there are many
excellent leaders in the
greek community, but as long
as actions like these occur,
the stereotype will remain.
So many of the campus fra-
ternities and sororities
advertise their worth as hon-
orable groups with integrity
and long lines of tradition. If
I were a member who
believed in these ideals and
desired the success of the
organization, I would be
appalled at some of the
things my brothers and sis-
ters have done. Granted, the
above occurrence was a rela-
tively harmless event, but
the ideals of the greek sys-
tem demand better of its
members.
Mace Boshart
junior pre-med major
Actions affect integrity of organization
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“Christianity 
advocates love, and I
contend that love in its
purest and strongest
sense knows no 
physical boundaries.”
Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu
Each semester of school is only 15 weeks. That
may seem like a lot, but when an organization like
the Student Senate has as many goals as it does,
there is not much time to accomplish them.
So why then, five weeks in, has no action taken
place on these goals?
Only three pieces of new business have been
conducted in the senate this semester. Two pieces
were dealing with internal procedures, a resolu-
tion affecting which committees an executive
member could serve on and a
bylaw change creating a web
master position. The one other
article of business is a bill to
allocate money to the Spoken
Word program.
The Student Senate has
defined its goals a number of
times in the past five weeks, as
well as at the end of last
semester.
Goals of the organization
include improving relations
within the university and with
the city of Charleston, imple-
menting a frozen tuition program, a Pick-A-Prof
program and online voting as well as improving
the parking situation.
These are some big goals, goals that won’t be
accomplished right away. However, with the pass-
ing of semesters, many of the goals don’t make it
past planning and research stages.
The senate has had these goals before. Frozen
tuition is an idea that has been tossed around sev-
eral times in the past two years. The senate needs
to pick up the pace on these projects to get them
out of the planning stages before next semester or
next year when a new senate takes office.
Other organizations have done well with getting
projects off the ground. The University Board in
the last two years initiated efforts to implement a
$5 per semester concert fee to bring better con-
certs to campus. It took more than a year to
implement the fee, including the planning and
research stages, but the UB kept working and got
the fee implemented for this year.
This is the kind of work needed for the senate
to accomplish its goals. They are great goals, but
they won’t help anyone until they have been
accomplished.
A voter registration drive is taking place on
campus. One of the senate’s many goals is being
worked on. However, the senate needs to continue
working and see the project to the end, which is
higher student voter turnout in November. 
There are only 10 weeks left in the semester.
Don’t keep projects in the planning stages, or they
may never happen.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The lack of
action of the
Student
Senate
Our stance
The Student
Senate needs
to take more
action by 
getting its
goals out of
the planning
stages.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Karen Kirr
A S S O C I A T E  V E R G E  E D I T O R
Perhaps no one word would
describe regional band The
RipTones better than energetic. 
However, this is no ordinary
Chicago rock band. With the band’s
endless influences, including west-
ern blues and rockabilly styles,
The RipTones have a  country
twang to its music that has helped
the group evolve musically as well
establish a following with fans.
The RipTones will explore its
plethora of musical influences at
its 9 p.m. concert Saturday night at
Friends & Co. 
What once was a definitively
country group driven by an accor-
dion now is a group with an
appetite for hard-driving guitar
riffs that give The RipTones’ songs
a riveting twist.
Now signed to the Bloodshot
Records label The RipTones, com-
prised of vocals/guitarist Jeb
Bonansinga, upright bassist Earl
Carter, guitarist Michael
Krasovech and percussionist
Perry Lafine, are promoting their
beat with rigorous touring in sup-
port of its latest album ‘BUCK-
SHOT,’ and also a yet-to-be-
released instrumental album that
the group has just about polished
off for release. 
“We just finished a 10 song
instrumental CD,” Bonansinga
said. “We’ll be playing all the songs
off that at Friends. It comes out
sometime after Christmas. It is a
cross between Booker T and
[Reverend] Horton Heat with
some Strangers thrown in.”
Formed in 1990, the band has
demonstrated through its many
accomplishments that it has made
significant strides since those
early days, but Bonansinga had a
modest outlook.
“It started out as a chance to get
together in a garage and make
music, laugh and drink beer,” he
said. “I guess it hasn't changed
that much. We just started playing
open mics, which led to opening
gigs. After a while we looked
around and noticed we had a little
following and could play our own
nights at clubs.”
The RipTones, although continu-
ously working, have immense
ideas as to how and what it wants
to do musically.
“We might have a best of compi-
lation released by an English label,
with a possible tour of Britain,”
Bonansinga said.
Despite the cookie-cutter rock
music that has permeated much of
the pop culture world today, The
RipTones remain unfazed and sim-
ply demonstrate it would rather
meld its styles together than con-
form to so-called music industry
norms.
“Our bass player Earl has a
unique solid sound that has
remained a constant since our
inception,” Bonansinga said. “We
try to write songs with a little
humor that you can drink and
dance to. Every once in a while
we’ll try and sneak a message in
there.”
Although after the band discard-
ed some of its country flavor when
it embraced rock on a more per-
manent level it still hasn't been
easy for the group to market itself
since ultimately no genre category
will suit it.
“We have always been too
country for rock and too
rock      for   country,” he said. 
“Management and labels in the
past have shown interest but ulti-
mately are confused on how to
market our music. It’s a double
edged sword, we have never had a
chance to attain mass popularity,
but we get to play what we want
and call our own shots.”
Bonansinga said the group has
found other ways to give itself
exposure, including both sup-
posed old-fashioned and high-tech
methods.
“Mainly word of mouth, but
there are underground methods
like fanzines, college/public radio
and the Internet,” he said. 
The RipTones’ stage antics alone
likely are the only necessity as far
as drawing a reasonably-sized
crowd.
“Our bass player (Carter) is
known to stir it up a lot,”
Bonansinga said. “He swings his
bull fiddle around and lays on it.
We've been known to pull strings
off our guitars after too many soda
pops.”
Bonansinga said The RipTones
is excited to charm fans with its
vast array of tunes and has always
garnered a welcome reaction to
performances in Charleston.
“We have a lot of friends that
seem to still like us, and they show
up and we drink and party with
them as we play our set,” he said.
“It’s a lot of fun, for damn sure,
and we look forward to it every
time we come down. We love play-
ing at Friends. We always feel wel-
come and have a great time. We
are tired, but not from playing
bars.”
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  T H E  R I P T O N E S . C O M  
Formerly a country band, The RipTones now blend many musical genres
to form its own style.
The RipTones riveting tunes to rip through Friends 
Kappa Delta
Congratulates
Tecia Carber
Kate Bachhuber
Stacia Mink
Rebecca Murray
Katie Barnes
Lauren Beck
Katie Betz
Jen Cooper
Lori Coyle
Megan Degenhart
Candace Duffy
Michelle Farris
Robin Gray
Stephanie Hackett
Ashleigh Hull
Jamie Lynn Kassner
Ciara Manno
Kristin Mauger
Brandy Meyer
Danielle Rozycki
Erin Ruhnow
Jessica Sanders
Erica Schlote
Erin Wilson
Amber Borgert
Jessica Byars
Erin Feldmann
Chelsea Frederick
Marisa Harpin
Val Jany
Niki Jensen
Jessica Jungle
Becky Kiehl
Mary Lee
Laura Martin
Pam Medema
Christy Musso
Danielle Rath
Lara Renner
Lisa Sherrick
Jen Smith
Michelle Staake
Mary Warren
4.0 3.5 - 3.99 3.0 - 3.49
Silver Star Skate Center
Welcomes EIU Students
FRIDAY NIGHT
6:30 PM to 11 PM
Admin. $3.50 w/ Student I.D.
SATURDAY NIGHT
6:30 PM to 10 PM
Admin. $2.50 w/ Student I.D.
+ $1 Skate Rental If Needed
N. Rt 45
Mattoon
234-6667
Queen Anne’s
On 7th Street
Bed &
899 7th Street
Charleston, Illinois
61920
David & Annette Reichart
owners
Qannes.reichart@advant.com • www.bbonline.com/il/queenannes/
Plush
Flowers, Plants, Balloons,
Common Grounds 
Bakery and Deli
Come and enjoy Bagels, Wraps,
Panini’s, Vegetarian Sandwiches, Pastries and
Gourmet Coffee!
Show your Eastern ID
and get 15% off
through 
September &
October
We are located at the corner of 17th
and Charleston Ave in Mattoon
Just 3 miles past interstate on Rt 16
235-BEAN
SAT. 9/28  RYAN GROFF
SEPTEMBER
LIVE BANDS
“Get Freebies”
*Register to
Vote*
WEIU FM
will give away freebies if you register to
vote
EIU vs. Illinois State Football Game
Gate 2 at O’Brien Stadium
12:00-3:00pm
What do you have to do??
Register to vote, grab your freebies,
and make your vote count this November
In the DEN
Advertise 
If you advertise it
they will come...
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EIU PARENTS WELCOMES YOU TO FAMILY WEEKEND!
PARENTS CLUB WILL AGAIN BE CO-SPONSORING:
FRIDAY NIGHT BINGO, 8-11 PM,  FREE PRIZES
E.L. Kracker dinner Certificates
Showplace 8 Movie Tickets
Family Video Certificates
Wal-Mart Gift/Gas cards
Phone Cards
Union Bookstore Gift Certificates
Many More Prizes!!!
SATURDAY MORNING FREE CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST, 9 AM - 12 PM
Choice of Beverages
Assorted Danishes & Bagels
Fresh Fruit Salad
EIU PARENTS CLUB CONGRATULATES THEIR 2002 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
•BRIDGET ANDERSON, SOUTH HOLLAND
•JENNIFER BAUER, FREEBURG
•SARA CARTER, MATTOON
•TIFFANY A. DAVIS, CHICAGO
•ERIN HOPKINS, MIDLOTHIAN
•VALERIE Y. JANY, NEW ATHENS
•STEPHANIE JOHNSON, FRANKFURT
•LAUREN M. KEPPLER, ROSELLE
•MEGAN MALLANEY, KANKAKEE
•CIARA R. MANNO, ORLAND PARK
•AMY C. MILLER, ELGIN
•NATHAN J. MILLS, FAIRBURY
•PAULA SCHOMAKER, NEW BADEN
•MARY C. SKAGGS, COAL CITY
•RYAN R. SPATZ, HICKORY HILLS
•MATTHEW TAGGART, CASEY
•JEROME M. TERESI, TINLEY PARK
•KIM VERNIER, NEWTON
•JONATHON A. VOYT, TINLEY PARK
•SIAN E. ZORNS, HERSCHER
Leftys Holler
‘
Come Register for Tuesday Night Volleyball
League!!
4 players and an alternate
$40 entry fee
Cash, prizes, t-shirts, & fun
Starts October 1st- Register this Week
$1.00 Drafts Everyday!
JUST CALL US!
For all of your health needs, questions and
concerns.  The Health Service is just a phone call
away!
JUST CALL US!
581-3013
For appointments, call the Tel-A-Nurse at 581-ASAP (2727)
Eastern Illinois University Health Service
Eram Cowlas
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Bratwurst, sauerkraut and clog-
gers will bring in a not-your-average
weekend in Charleston this week.
The fourth-annual Oktoberfest cel-
ebration is Saturday, in conjunction
with Eastern’s Family Weekend.
Several Charleston businesses will
come out to celebrate the German hol-
iday on Saturday with Charleston and
Eastern families. Several local ven-
dors will open their booths to sell mer-
chandise, and there will also be pony
rides, arts and crafts, face painting,
ice cream and winter vegetables. 
Marianne Farrar, owner of
Marianne’s Delicatessen and chair of
Charleston’s Oktoberfest committee,
said the purpose of the celebration is to
bring students into Charleston and
give them something to do. 
“Students complained that this
town sucks, that there’s nothing to
do,” Farrar, Eastern’s former admin-
istrator of food services, said. 
The festivities will be from 10 a.m.
until 8 p.m on the Square. The Fest
will be held from Sixth Street and
Monroe Avenue to Seventh Street and
Jackson Avenue. 
At 1 p.m., Sparlings Tae Kwon Do
will give a demonstration, followed by
acoustic rock musician Ryan Groff at 2
p.m. and Butcher’s Legs, a modern
bluegrass funk group, at 3 p.m. 
At 6:30 p.m., the 4-H Cloggers will
also perform. 
The day will wrap up at 8 p.m. with
the St. Louis rock band Tube Socks, who
will play at Jackson Avenue Coffee.
Some of the vendors attending
Oktoberfest are Razor’s Edge, who
will give free massages, The
Uptowner, featuring Oktoberfest
imported beer, The Giraffe with chil-
dren’s clothing, Jackson Avenue
Coffee and Marianne’s Delicatessen. 
Marianne’s will feature German
foods all day, such as bratwurst,
sauerkraut, German pork roast, pota-
to salad and pastries.
Oktoberfest is not in October this
year because the shop owners wanted
to attract the families from Family
Weekend. 
“We want people to know that
there’s more in Charleston than
Lincoln Avenue,” said Dulcy Dawson,
owner of Jackson Avenue Coffee.
Sister: Family shocked, ecstatic at Miss America victory
By Alta King
F E A T U R E S  E D I T O R
Miss Illinois, Erika Harold, was
crowned Miss America Saturday,
Sept. 21 in Atlantic City, N.J, with
her sister Alexandra, a senior jour-
nalism major at Eastern, there to
cheer her on.
Alexandra said she and their
parents were there for the four
nights of competition held before
the final night. Aunts, uncles,
grandparents and other family
members attended the final night. 
“The family
was able to 
sit close and
could see
everything,”
A l e x a n d r a
said. 
The Harold
f a m i l y
kept their 
fingers crossed
about the possi-
bilty of Erika winning. 
“(We were) always hopeful, but
until her name was announced, we
had no idea Erika would win,”
Alexandra said. 
When Erika was declared Miss
Amercia, the Harold family was
ecstatic. 
“We were jumping up and down
and screaming, there were shouts
of joy,” Alexandra said. 
Alexandra said she could tell
shock was written all over Erika’s
face. 
Erika is a graduate of the
University of Illinois who is plan-
ning to study law at Harvard. 
That is, after her 
year-long reign as Miss America is
over. 
Erika will tour the nation 
and be a guest on television pro-
grams, in schools and at other
events to speak about her plat-
form, which is “Empowering
Youth Against Violence: 
Respect Yourself, Protect
Yourself.” 
The Harold family will 
rarely see Erika throughout the
year, Alexandra said. Because
Erika will be touring the nation,
she will be living in various
hotels and will be constantly
busy. 
Erika Harold
Oktoberfest will
come to the Square
“(We were) always
hopeful, but until her
name was announced,
we had no idea Erika
would win.”
—Alexandra Harold
 Fourth annual festival to feature several local businesses
“We want people to
know that there’s more
in Charleston than
Lincoln Avenue.”
—Dulcy Dawson
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Time to shine
Nick Sempowicz, freshman industrial technology major, cleans trash and debris from bushes in the North
Quad on Thursday. The American Marketing Association sponsored a clean-up day to help make the cam-
pus look better for Family Weekend. Besides the AMA, several Greek organizations, service groups, resi-
dence halls, and individuals all pitched in. Sempowicz was with the Mckinney Hall group.
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By Caitlin Prendergast
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Back by popular
demand, the University
Board will  sponsor
“Family Fun Night”
from 8 to 11 p.m. Friday
in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
This year, an array of
games, prizes and give-
aways will be offered for
students and families in
honor of Family
Weekend.
Fun seekers can try
their luck at an inflat-
able money machine and
casino games such as
roulette, black jack,
craps and poker. 
Slot machines will also
be available at the “casi-
no.”
“We’ll have anything
you can find at a casino,”
UB Chair Caleb Judy
said. “It’s all free, and it’s
fake money, but it’s just
for fun.” 
The featured family
interactive activities
include “EIU Family
Feud” and “Bingo
Bonanza.”
Bingo players have a
chance to win prizes
including tickets to a
Chicago Bears game and
a year’s worth of free oil
changes, Judy said.
The free event is
appropriate for all ages,
and refreshments will
served. Judy said
“Family Fun Night” was
a big success last year.
“It was a lot of fun,
and the ballroom was
completely packed,” he
said. 
“Family Fun Night” is
co-sponsored by EIU
Parents Club and the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union
Bookstore. 
Participants at last year’s casino night play a game of high-stakes poker
F I L E  P H O T O
Family Fun Night to bring casino games, bingo
L efty’s Hollar
Welcome Parents!!!
Saturday Pre-Game Party
Grillin’ out before the game!!
FREE FOOD!!
$1.00 Drafts $1.50 Bloody Mary’s
Starting @ 8 am
Advertising in the
DEN...
The best thing since sliced
bread!
Sandwich Shop
p l a c e
located at 423 Lincoln
345-2466
Joey’s Deli sandwiches- Big taste, lower prices-
Just the best sandwiches on the block.  All
sandwiches are served on 9” long loaf of bread,
baked here fresh.
Turkey & Cheese - Fresh lettuce and Hellmans mayo.
Made with fat free boneless turkey breast, served on our
fresh baked french bread......................................................$2.99
Ham & Cheese - same deal! Fresh lettuce, tomato, real
mayo(Hellmans) - fresh baked here each day and Farmstead
lean ham...................................................................................$2.99
Roast Beef & Cheese - Fresh lettuce, tomato, real mayo
(Hellmans) makes this a tremendous beef sandwich
....................................................................................................$2.99
Vegetarian & Cheese - Provolone Cheese and American
Cheese, fresh lettuce, tomato, real mayo
(Hellmans).................................................................................$2.99
Joey’s Homemade Chicken Salad - Celery, onion,
special sauce, lettuce, tomato, mayo...a lite bite, for a late
night!..........................................................................................$2.99
Joey’s Best Beef BBQ - We slow simmer our own choice
chuck, then cover it with homemade sweet & zesty BBQ
sauce. This ain’t no dainty sandwich.................................$3.29
Italian Beef - deli thin sliced beef, cooked in our Italian
slow simmering sauce with hot peppers on the side- Just
like Mamma’s..........................................................$3.29
Italian Sausage - Spicy sausage cooked over our char-broil
grill by chef Mark to perfectionAwesome!.................$3.20
Combo Beef & Sausage - Same great beef & sauce with
an added kick, a grilled sausage for one of the best 
sandwiche...................................................................................$3.59
Philly Cheese Steak- A 4oz. beef steak grilled with onions
& sweet peppers then covered with provolone cheese-
the next best thing to visiting Philly-Yo!.................$3.59
Chicken Philly- Just like Philly Steak only with lean 
Chicken......................................................................................$3.59
Polish Sausage - Not for the faint-hearted - a giant, litely
smoked sausage grilled over open flame then served with
your choice of topping on our own home made french
bread..........................................................................................$3.29
Meatball Deluxe - 4,YES 4! 1oz. meat balls stuffed on our
home made bread. Suffocated in our Grandma-style mari-
nara red sauce.........................................................................$3.29
Gyro - A combo of lamb & beef served on a hand
stretched pita bread, topped with home made cucumber
sauce, tomatoes and onion- The best gyros in central
Illinois.....................................................................................$3.29
Grilled Chicken - A lightly marinated whole chicken
breast (not chucked and formed) grilled on char-broil grill
topped with mayo, tomato and lettuce-served on our fresh
baked buns...............................................................................$2.89
Better Beef make Better Burgers - Ours is the Best!-
Our beef is all beef - no filler and cooked as you order, over
the open flame of char-broil grill, served on our made-here
oven buns - topped with mustard, ketchup, fresh pickle,
onions relish and tomato - no extra charge:
Single Hamburger...............................................$1.79
Double Hamburger.............................................$2.79
Cheeseburger.......................................................$1.99
Double Cheese Burger..................................... ..$3.29
All our World Famous Hot Dogs served on our
fresh buns we bake here. All come with Regular of
BBQ Chips!
Chicago Dog - mustard, ketchup, pickle, onion, relish,
tomato, and celery salt. yes, all dogs get chips .......$1.99
Double Dog - just like Chicago, but two dogs in one bun,
Crazy!.....................................................................$2.39
Cheese Dog - same great dog & bun smothered in cheddar 
cheese, Wow! ........................................................$2.09
Chili Dog - with heaping pile of chili con carne, Great!
.................................................................................$2.09
Honey Dipped Corn Dog- The Best!...................$1.89
Cheese and Chili Dog- a pile of chili on top of our great
dogs then smothered in cheddar cheese, Wow! What a
load!.........................................................................$2.39
Sides:
Chips (Reg. or BBQ) only....................................................$ .65
Onion Rings, Beer Battered (Don’t Eat & Drive).......$1.49
Mozzarela Sticks 5 of the 1oz. real mozzarela cheese,
Red Sauce- Just Ask................................................................$2.75
Original Sin Brownies “The Best” .........................$ .89
Drinks
Ice Tea • Pepsi • Diet Pepsi • 7-Up...................................$ .89
Best Lil’ Grill on Campus
We Deliver
ALL DAY- EVERY DAY
345-2466
All prices are subject to sales tax
“ We  d e l i v e r  o n  t i m e , s o  y o u  w o n ’ t  b l o w  y o u r  m i n d ! ”
W E B A K E A L L O U R B U N S A N D B R E A D S R I G H T H E R E !
Eclipse
Studio
“Capture the Raw Energy of City Hair”
348-6700
610 W. Lincoln Ave., Suite B
Next to Art Park West
Internet People Wanted
To Create/Market Websites
$100-$2500 Part/Full Time
Jon Shubert
800-211-1202 ext.16016
goodchoice@unfranchise.com
Get a New Look before fall
Come in and receive 
$2 off Any Haircut
with participating stylist
Shawna
Please present 
coupon for special
655 W. Lincoln Ave.
Suite 12, Charleston
348-8123
A New Look
Exp. Nov. 31,2002
University Board is hoping for a siz-
able turnout for this award-winning
comic.
Booked almost a year prior,
Foxworthy’s shows are of focal con-
cern to UB Chair Caleb Judy, as this is
one of the major events UB has
planned for the semester. While con-
sidering other acts such as Chicago,
Styx and B.B. King to name a few,
Foxworthy was ultimately chosen
because of a number of considera-
tions.
“There were a lot of factors we had
to consider, especially when you only
have a single day to work with,” Judy
said of the decision to bring
Foxworthy to campus. “A primary
factor was the artists available this
one particular day.  Foxworthy
worked out, and he’s willing to do two
shows that day for the same price (as
one).”
In the past, the UB has booked a
variety of acts for Family Weekend,
but now comedy will become a recur-
ring theme because of its appeal and
popularity with audiences.
“Family weekend performances
usually fall under comedy or the
performing arts.  Concerts are a little
dated and can’t usually appeal to as
broad of an audience, but comedy is
universal,” Judy said.
With tickets selling “extremely
well,” the UB hopes to quell fears that
Foxworthy will be unable to draw with
students and their families, Judy said.  
“He’s still popular,” Judy said.
“Students might turn their heads,
but he still draws wherever he per-
forms. He’s in the middle of a suc-
cessful comedy tour right now and
will be performing at U of I in a
month.” 
Ceci Brinker, director of student
life, reiterated Judy’s comments by
saying, “The parents, students and
the community are in for a great
show. The underlying feedback to
the show has all been positive. It’s a
clean, family-oriented show with a
lot of stories and material that all
people can relate to.”
While Foxworthy was unavailable
for comment at press time, his publi-
cist Maggie Houlehan said
Foxworthy’s performance is “one of the
best comedy shows you will ever see.”
With a performance in Lantz Arena,
Foxworthy faces the task of filling
more than 4,000 seats for each of his
two shows. At $18 a ticket, the concerts,
if sold out, stand to be a possible mon-
eymaker for UB.
“If we sell enough tickets, the show
will easily pay for itself,” Judy said.
“Because he’s willing to do a second
show for no additional charge, we can
sell more tickets and have a better
chance of turning a profit, which we can
use on future concerts without going
into the concert budget, which students
helped pay for.”
Undaunted by the prospect of ticket
sales, Judy stands by the possible draw
of Foxworthy.
“He can sell tickets. With his albums
and his comedy tour, he still has a huge
following, especially in the community
here. When we surveyed students, he
was one of the top performers.”
Attesting to Foxworthy’s draw and
appeal, Brinker commented,
“Foxworthy has a wide audience appeal
and when we were looking for possi-
ble performers, he was in the top
five. His style of humor is universal
and he has a diverse act with a twist
on tradition comedy, and that made
him even more appealing.”
Foxworthy:
‘One of the best
comedy shows you
will ever see’
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 B
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Moore Shoesack
305 W Lincoln
Charleston, IL
345-3479 
OPEN SATURDAY 9-5
OPEN SUNDAY 12-4
By New Balance
Men’s
Waterproof
Front Burner
Women’s
Waterproof
Hiker
$ 005 LARGE PIIZZAEVERYDAY
1 TOPPING PLUS TAX CARRYOUT ONLY
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS ONLY $1.00
CHARLESTON
345-4743
SUN-THUR 11AM-MIDNIGHT
FRI & SAT 11AM-2AM
DELIVERY DEAL
Large Pizza
with one topping
plus crazybread
$799
CRAZYBREAD/SAUCE 2.00
CHEESEBREAD/SAUCE 4.00
HOT OR BBQ WINGS
10 PIECE 4.99
20 PIECE 8.99
30 PIECE 12.99
2 LTR BOTTLES 1.99 
Eclipse
348-6700
610 W. Lincoln Ave., Suite B
“Capture the Raw Energy of City Hair”
Next to Art Park West
Studio
A
d
v
e
r
t
i
s
e Help your business
BLOSSOM
581-2816
The grass is always
greener when you 
advertise.
581-2816
By Jamie Fetty
N E W S  E D I T O R
The media has succeeded reli-
gion and the educational institu-
tions as the primary educator of
the public.
That’s something journalists
need to realize in an age of corpo-
ratization and celebrity worship,
said William May, a professor
emeritus of ethics at Southern
Methodist University.
May spoke about media ethics at
the 14th annual Phi Beta Kappa fall
lecture, held at 7:30 Thursday in
the Buzzard Hall Auditorium. 
“Ethics” is a difficult term to
define, May said. When asked to do
so for a group of opthamologists,
he described ethics as a corrective
lens, differentiating between “the
way it is” and “the way it ought to
be.”
May explained that if a group of
cardiologists posed the same
question, he would define ethics
as having one’s heart in the right
place and possessing the resolu-
tion to follow through accordingly.
Had a group of proctologists
inquired similarly, he would
describe ethics as “a pursuit 
of ends.”
From the birth of Western civi-
lization until about the 17th centu-
ry, May said, religion served as the
the public’s source of learning and
information. What that means in
basic terms, is that the church and
synagogue are where people built
“an organized interpretation of the
world and themselves and the
intellectual means for the mastery
of the world.”
That role eventually shifted to
“the academy” or educational insti-
tutions, particularly universities, a
trend that May said continued until
the 20th century. Since then, media
professionals and celebrities have
become the public’s main source of
information about the world
around them.
The shift to media as the pro-
fession of learning has impacted
its predecessors, the academy and
the church, May said. Now, rather
than cultivating impacting voices
from its student body, a universi-
ty will try to gain credibility and
notice by inviting celebrity lec-
turers and playing up star 
athletes.
Similarly, television news is a
part of television culture, along
with sitcoms, soap operas and par-
ticularly advertising, May said. 
All of that becomes the institu-
tion of fact delivery to the public.
Sandwiching news between talk
shows and sitcoms brings the ele-
ments of celebrity and 
propaganda into the newscast,
May said.
The world has taken notice, May
said, suggesting that the attacks of
Sept. 11, 2001 occurring during the
day was no accident.
“(Terrorists were) hijacking not
only planes, but the media,” May
said.
Journalists need to trace their
purpose back the the First
Amendment of the Constitution,
May said, to realign themselves
with their purpose — to inform the
public and stimulate the free
debate that keeps democracy
alive.
Ethics difficult to define
K E I T H  B A T T L E S O N / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
William May, a professor emeritus of Ethics at Southern Methodist
University talks to students about media professional, Thursday evening in
the Buzzard Hall auditorium.
By Tim Martin
S T A F F  W R I T E R
After attempting to create a revision in
the Apportionment Board bylaws for allocat-
ing money to non-fee funded boards, the
board decided to cut off all financial support.
“There are so many budgets that are short
right now, I don’t want them all to come to the
AB and ask for money,” said Amy Leonard,
student vice president of business affairs.
“It’s scary how things could open up if we
allow all types of boards to receive money.”
The opinion was seconded by AB faculty
member Sam Fagaly, associate music
department professor.
“I don’t want us to set the precedent that
we will give out money to everyone,” Fagaly
said. “If we do that then we’ll see the money
be gone in one day.”
Leonard had originally proposed a bylaw
change that non-fee funded boards would
receive money if their request was passed
with a two-thirds vote by the AB. 
Thursday, the board decided that too
much of the budget would be used on non-fee
funded boards. 
A clause stating only the five fee-funded
boards – University Board, Student
Government, AB, Dramatic Players and
Sports and Recreation – would receive allo-
cation passed.
Another bylaw was also unanimously
accepted. The change permitted Dramatic
Players to purchase clothing with a majority
consent of the AB with a specific, justified
request and specified the purchase of cloth-
ing by all other fee funded boards would
only be allowed if it directly benefited the
student body.
Lisa Flam, student vice president for stu-
dent affairs, and Student Government,
asked the AB to allocate additional funds to
repay money that was loaned by the UB for
the Recognized Student Organization Fair.
Flam said money for the RSO Fair was
requested last spring when the original budg-
ets were set, but was turned down. The AB
decided to allocate over $750 to repay the debt.
The Homecoming Activities Committee of
the UB was unanimously granted almost
$200 to be spent on dinner for winners of a
homecoming event modeled after the game
show “Singled Out.”
AB will meet this semester as the funded
committees request additional funds.
AB votes against funding non-fee funded boards
“(Terrorists were)
hijacking not only
planes, but the media.”
—William May
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By Karen Kirr
A S S O C I A T E  V E R G E  E D I T O R
If you’ve ever indulged in news
biographies documenting Pink
Floyd back to its earliest days as a
band, perhaps you’ve seen Syd. His
disheveled brown hair and stickly
physique sprawled out with his fin-
gers firmly clutching an electric
Stratocaster.
Without delving into detail, if
you have not seen Syd Barrett,  he
became the basis for Floyd’s
melancholy lyrics and sentimental
tunes after he ended up immobi-
lized and unable to lead the band he
helped form. 
Now a taste of Pink Floyd, by
means of tribute band Seeking Syd,
will be brought to Gunner Buc’s for
students to savor at 9 p.m. tonight
for $4 a head.
Seeking Syd, the brainchild of
Champaign-based 10-year-old clas-
sic rock-minded band ZeaMays,
will perform exclusively ‘Dark
Side of the Moon’ material, one of
Pink Floyd’s most commercially
celebrated albums.
“We developed it this year to cel-
ebrate the 30th anniversary of
‘Dark Side of the Moon,’”  Syd
drummer Jay Fergusion said. 
ZeaMays and Seeking Syd are
essentially two bands in one, with
Seeking Syd being an outgrowth of
ZeaMays. However, ZeaMays  will
perform its material prior to Syd kick-
ing off its two plus hour performance,
Fergusion said.
“We’ve covered some Floyd covers
and in between our need to push our
original music and the 30th anniver-
sary, we developed it into a side proj-
ect,” Fergusion said. “We are very
excited. It’s unique. We keep it dis-
tinct. We will do an original set (with
ZeaMays) and then bust out a bunch
of Pink Floyd songs. (Seeking Syd)
really is a good band and we really do
represent the music well. Ninety-nine
percent of people on (Eastern’s) cam-
pus have not heard Pink Floyd live
and we really represent the music
accurately.” 
Just the fact that the band is an
intricate eight-piece ensemble
demonstrates that Seeking Syd was
not formed on a whim or just to fill
up set times at gigs. It is a  band
drasticly larger than most have seen
in Charleston in recent years. 
Consisting of Tom Vrem on lead
guitar and vocals, Andy Columbe on
lead vocals and  rhythm guitar,
Brian Dowd on synthesizers, Bill
Demkov on bass, Fergusion on
drums, Mariebel DeLaCruz and
Kendra Salois as backup vocalists
and Reappearing Reesua on saxo-
phone this is no mere quartet
attempting to cover one of the most
musically talented, not to mention
best selling, artists on the face of
the planet. 
Fergusion also insists that
Seeking Syd’s  gleamy laser light
show will captivate the audience
while setting  a Pink Floydish mood. 
“Nobody’s ever seen a light show
like they’ll see in Gunner’s,” he said.
“I don’t think anybody’s ever seen a
light show in Coles County for a
while. This will be full rock show.
Don’t miss this opportunity to see a
real rock show performed by local
musicians. If people can’t make the
show, we’re putting on a big show at
Canopy Club (in Champaign) on
Halloween that will have an even big-
ger light show with it.” 
After the ZeaMays set, fans will
be treated to Seeking Syd’s perform-
ance of “Dark Side of the Moon” in
its entirety, and uninterrupted.
“We also play cuts from (Pink
Floyd’s) ‘The Wall’ and cuts from
‘Wish You Were Here,’” he said.
While Seeking Syd has enjoyed
performing for the likes of
University of Illinois and Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale stu-
dents, it wanted to break onto
Eastern’s music scene, Fergusion
said.
“We’ve enjoyed playing for
crowds,” he said. “We (have been)
trying to get to Eastern to play and
get some support here. We’d really
like to thank Gunner Buc’s for having
a big rock show in a small venue.”
Rockers Background Noise will
be opening up for ZeaMays and
Seeking Syd. For more informa-
tion on ZeaMays go to www.zea-
mays.tv. Fergusion said the
Seeking Syd Web site is current-
ly still being developed and will
be up shortly.
Seeking Syd to cover ‘Dark Side’ of Pink Floyd
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  D E B B I E  F E R G U S I O N
Pink Floyd tribute band Seeking Syd, an outgrowth of classic rockers ZeaMays, is looking to rock the crowd tonight at Gunner Buc’s with its elaborate laser light show
Alpha Sigma Tau would like to congratulate the following women on 
their academic achievements for Spring semester 2002.
4.0
Amanda Grindey
Kris Gutierrez
Carrie Jordan
Traci Soprych
3.75-3.99
Angie Howard
Jacki Engel
Amy Smith
Sarah Hailey
Erin Mullins
3.5-3.74
Pam Galatic
Mariah Martin-Dooling
Jessica Gendron
Karen Poludniak
Becky Gorniack
Becky Pevitts
3.0-3.49
Kathy Hartmann
Sarah Marten
Teresa Castagna
Krystel Schrage
Lauren Markiewicz
Jackie Harwood
Stephanie Howard
Nicole Samford
Beth Caschetta
Carrie Prah
Jenny Bernecker
Annie Frederick
Christy Mieling
Cortney Troyer
Mandy Jo Way
Lauren Sienkiewicz
Cari Smolinski
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Friday & Saturday
Cosmic 
Bowling 9-12
Sat. $2 22oz. Cans
Miller - Bud
Coors
Lanes
Charleston
AT
Friday & Saturday
$3 Keystone Pitchers
$2 Burger and Fries or Fried Chips
Sunday:
$3 Keystone Pitchers
FREE FOOD
In the DEN
Advertise 
If  you advertise i t
they wil l  come. . .
ADVERTIISE!!
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FRIDAY
Lunch     Dinner
11-2       5-10
SATURDAY
Lunch     Dinner
11-2        3:30-10
1405 Fourth  Street
To accompany all, reservations are not being accepted.
Welcome EIU Families
Special Hoursl
Sunday Brunch Buffet
10:30-1:30
$8.95 Adults & $4.95 Kids 12+under
You’re invited to the 8th Annual
Round Barn Bazaar
Saturday
9 am - 4 pm
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Twenty-nine local artisans will offer holiday and gift
items-quiltworks-arrangements-wreaths-braided wheat-
ornaments-woodcrafts-stained glass-kaleidoscopes-
appliquéd clothing-baskets-painted china-painted gourds-
notecards-bees wax castings-aprons-handmade/pressed
paper-hand loomed rugs and more!
Round Barn Cookbooks Available
Something for Everyone! • Live Music!
Demonstrations by various artists throughout both weekends
Sunday
Noon - 4 pm
Sept. 29
Oct. 6
The Halsey Farm
7 mi. South of Charleston on Illinois Route 130
The Halsey
Round Barn is on
the Coles County
Register of
Significant Places
- Coles County
Historical Society
C A I T L I N  B U L L I S / A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Sign up
Nikki Verone, a junior social sciences major, shows Lazerrick Young, a freshman biology major, what to fill out
during the voting registration at Coleman Hall Thursday afternoon.  
WASHINGTON (AP) — Citing a
classified White House briefing he
has received, Sen. Peter
Fitzgerald told Illinois con-
stituents Thursday he favors
Congress authorizing President
Bush to use force against Iraq.
“I do believe we have to deal
with this,” the Republican told a
breakfast gathering of Capitol Hill
visitors. “The risk of not doing
anything, in my judgment, is too
great for us to just sit back.”
But the state’s other senator,
Democrat Dick Durbin, said in an
interview that Bush should first
pursue every diplomatic and
peaceful avenue before risking
the loss of American lives and
other innocents, and should not go
to war without a coalition of
nations in support.
“I think war is not just another
foreign policy option,” he said
when asked whether he could sup-
port a U.S.-led coalition invasion of
Iraq. “I think it’s a last option.”
Bush last week surfaced what
was described as a draft resolu-
tion that would give the president
the congressional authority to use
force against Iraq, unilaterally if
necessary, to disarm the country,
drive Saddam Hussein from
power and secure peace in the
region.
Both Fitzgerald and Durbin
have said Bush’s draft resolution
was too broad and is already off
the table, and the administration
and lawmakers are working on
alternatives.
jump in 25 years,  Magara said.
Overall enrollment has
increased by five percent, with
1,166 new students attending.
For the past five to six years,
Northern has seen consistent
increases of 400 to 500 students,
but this year’s number exceeded
expectations.
“It is a dramatic increase and
it has stretched the capacity of a
lot our resources as far as hous-
ing and classes,” she said.
Northern has added class sec-
tions and class seats to accom-
modate students, and housed
students in alternative housing
units.
“All of this increased enroll-
ment came after our state budg-
et was cut,” she said. “We are
working at doing more with
less,” she said.
However, not  every state
school agrees more students
will necessarily equal a better
school.
Illinois State University chose
not follow the trend of increased
enrollment, saying the load of
extra students would drain
resources especially with the
state budget crisis.
“We have been stable and
steady, and that’s exactly where
we want to be,” said Steve
Adams, director of admissions
at ISU.
ISU accepted 264 fewer
incoming students this year to
keep enrollment at 21,000 for
the second year in a row. 
More students applied to
attend the university, but the
school was concerned about
overcrowded housing and class-
es.
“Stability is what it’s all
about,” he said. “It’s much easi-
er to plan for stability than plan
for spikes.”
While more students mean
more tuition, it also means more
students to provide for, and
Adams said with cuts, they did
know if they could cut it.
“These are really, really bleak
times as far as the budget is
concerned,” Adams said. “This
is not the time to be going up.”
While Western’s increase was
not record setting, the school’s
enrollment has been steadily
increasing for the past seven
years. 
This year, 230 more  freshmen
are starting at Western, bring-
ing the total to 1,939. The rise is
the largest in 10 years, Maguire
said.
The increase has forced
Western to house some incom-
ing freshmen in rooms previ-
ously used to accommodate
guests during conferences. 
However, Maguire said as stu-
dents leave throughout the
semester, those students may be
placed back into regular student
housing.
However, though Southern
Illinois University in
Carbondale has also followed
the trend, overcrowding will not
have an immediate effect on
incoming students, Anne
DeLuca, assistant vice chancel-
lor of student affairs and enroll-
ment, said in an email.
“Our new freshmen did not
have any trouble with housing
or class.” she said. “Next  year,
if we saw another large increase
in freshmen, coupled with budg-
ets cuts, it would be more of a
challenge to ensure classes for
them. Right now, we don’t have
any concerns.”
Southern experienced an
overall increase of 275 students,
it largest increase since 1997,
despite decreasing enrollment
during the last few years, she
said.
Increase:
State universities
work to accommodate
more freshmen
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Illinois senators differ on Iraq
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By Ben Turner
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Champaign-based music
venue and bar, The Highdive, will
host a four-day concert series next
week known as the Great Cover Up
Benefit. The 12th edition of the
series will be held Monday through
Thursday and will offer six bands
each night. 
As of Wednesday evening, the
lineup for the week looked like
this, listed in order of headliner to
opener. 
Monday night, The Red Hot
Valentines, Everybody Uh Oh,
Nadafinga, Humpty Dumpster, the
Green Mountain Grass Band and
Zea Mays will all perform.
Tuesday night will include
Terminus Victor, Rectangle,
Spacemod, Swampass, AD/HD and
Master Blaster. Wednesday night,
the lineup will include Poster
Children, The Mezzanines, The
Blackouts, The Tractor Kings,
Beauty Shop and Some Velvet
Morning.
Thursday night, Temple of Low
Men, Signalmen, Robynn Ragland,
Fist City, The Lorenzo Goetz band
and G Lee and Jet Blonde will all
play various covers.
The premise of the event is for
each band to choose a band or
artist and perform a set of its
music while trying to emulate the
band or artist as close as possible.
The imitation might include the
wardrobe, instruments, stage pres-
ence or any other mannerisms that
the original band or artist may be
known for.
From 1991 to 1997 the Great
Cover Up Benefit was held at the
Blind Pig. Mable’s hosted the event
in 1998, after which The Highdive
picked up the torch and has car-
ried it ever since.
Highdive booking agent, Ward
Gollings, has been instrumental in
the event ever since its inception. 
In the Sept. 6 issue of
Champaign-Urbana’s news and
entertainment weekly, “Cityview,”
Gollings is listed as a participant in
the first two Great Cover Ups.
Gollings performed as Blondie at
the inaugural event in 1991 and as
the Go-Gos in 1992. In 1996 he sang
lead vocals for Castor’s perform-
ance as Motley Crue.
Gollings said in an interview via
email that some bands prefer to
keep their choice a secret and have
been known to change 48 hours
before the show. Gollings was will-
ing to reveal some inside informa-
tion as to what the bands are plan-
ning, as well as a history of past
Great Cover Ups that ran in the
Sept. 6 issue of “Cityview.”
Monday night’s show features a
line up of all first timers. The Red
Hot Valentines will reportedly be
covering The Cars. 
Tuesday night features the line
up with the hardest sound of the
four nights. Headliner Terminus
Victor, who performed as Def
Leppard last year, will be covering
Joy Division. Rectangle and
Spacemod will appear as Sonic
Youth and Monster Magnet respec-
tively. 
Charleston’s very own
Swampass will be appearing in
their first Great Cover Up and
were originally slated to perform
as Chuck Berry. Instead,
Swampass will be covering Johnny
Thunders and The Heartbreakers.
Thunders, originally a guitarist
for The New York Dolls, formed
The Heartbreakers in the late
1970s.
Wednesday night’s ticket offers
a line up with the most Great
Cover Up experience. Poster
Children have appeared in seven
of the 11 previous years and will
headline. 
They have selected a wide vari-
ety of acts for their performances
including: Didjits  in 1991, The
Cars in 1992, The Who in 1993,
David Bowie in 1995, The Velvet
Underground in 1996, Talking
Heads in 1998 and U2 in 1999. They
will add another impressive name
to that list by performing as Elvis
Presley. 
The Champaign-based three
piece, The Mezzanines, has played
in Charleston at least twice in the
past and have drawn comparisons
to The Who. They have participat-
ed in four Great Cover Ups, per-
forming as Black Sabbath in 1997,
The Ramones in 1998 and The
Clash in 2000 and 2001. This year
they are allegedly performing as
Iron Maiden. 
The Blackouts have performed
at two Great Cover Ups, covering
Dinosaur Jr. in 2000 and Tom
Petty and The Heartbreakers in
2001. 
The country-influenced tandem
known as The Tractor Kings also
have quite a bit of experience at
the Great Cover Up. Choosing leg-
endary singer/songwriters to pay
homage, they covered Buddy
Holly in 1999, Bob Dylan in 2000
and Johnny Cash in 2001. The
drummer of The Tractor Kings,
Angie Heaton, has also played solo
at five Great Cover Ups, perform-
ing as Ozzy Osbourne in 1997,
Fleetwood Mac in 1998, Liz Phair
in 1999, The Go-Go’s in 2000 and
Joan Jett in 2001. 
The Beauty Shop is performing
at their third Great Cover Up hav-
ing covered Pixies in 2000 and
Leonard Cohen in 2001. 
Thursday night, Temple of Low
Men will headline. With only one
past appearance at the Great
Cover Up under their belts, last
year’s performance was Paul
McCartney and Wings. The
Signalmen have performed at
three past Great Cover Ups, per-
forming as the Monkees in 1999,
The Guess Who in 2000 and Neil
Young in 2001. 
Another band that has played in
Charleston quite a few times, The
Lorenzo Goetz band, will be mak-
ing its second appearance. The
band covered John Cougar
Mellencamp last year.
Gollings said many bands enjoy
using the surprise element as part
of their performance, leaving
much of the audience wondering
what’s next. Taking into consider-
ation the list of acts that have
been covered in the past, there’s a
good chance at least one band will
select something that appeals to
your musical tastes.
This is a charitable event with
much of the proceeds going to the
Champaign-based Campaign for
Better Health Care. All the shows
begin at 9 p.m. and are for ages 19
and above. The Monday and
Tuesday cover charge is $4 and
the Wednesday and Thursday
cover charge is $6. 
The Highdive is located at 51 N.
Main Street in downtown
Champaign.
The Highdive to host 12th annual Great Cover Up
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  T H E R E D H O T V A L E N T I N E S . C O M
The Red Hot Valentines, headliners for Monday night, will be covering legendary 80s new-wave artists, The Cars.
Store No. 404
1101 Charleston Ave. East • Mattoon, IL 61938
234-9091
“Coldest Beer
In Town”
From a Keg
to a Can
GO PANTHERS!!!
Stop
by the Gateway/EastsideMiller LightTent!!!
Welcome 
Parents!
Bud Light/
Budwiser 12 pack cans - $7.49
Lite & MGD
18 pack bottles - $9.99
Keystone Light
30 pack can - $10.49
Gordan Vodka
1.75 handle - $11.89
D a i l y  S p e c i a l s
3 4 5 - S U B S
Catering Special
3 ft sub for $35 (feeds 15 to 20)
6 ft sub for $65 (feeds 30 to 40)
Monday
Double Punch Day
Tues, Wed, Thurs
Midweek Special
2 - 6 inch subs for the price of 1
with the purchase of a drink
Sunday
3 - 6 inch combo meals
for $11.99
$5 Friday
$5 Footlong
Late Night Delivery
Fri & Sat 10pm - 2am
2 foot longs $6.99
footlong combo $5.50
[] Gain Administrative/Management
experience and 12 hours of
academic credit
[] Open to all majors
[] Junior or senior with minimum
2.75 CUM. GPA
[] Must be enrolled full-time at
time of application
[] Opportunity to work with top
government/business officals
[] Good oral and written communication
skills required
[] Graduate student with minimum
3.25 CUM. GPA in their graduate
course work
[] Paid Internships are available
Spring & Summer semesters 2003
FIVE UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM
MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
PAID MINORITY INTERNSHIPS
Application Deadline Date: October 25, 2003
Application Forms available from:
Johnetta Jones
Director, Minority Affairs
111 Blair Hall
Phone: 581-6690
Need money for
clothes?
Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money! 
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Welcome to Family Weekend at EIU
Enjoy the game and the Jeff Foxworthy Show
but first stop by Shear Professionals
A new look for a fun weekend, 
or just a trim,
Decision, decisions?
Your Hairdresser away from home!
Shear Professionals
503 Buchanan   345-4449
Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate its new members!
Amy Anderson
Erin Atkinson
Crystal Augustyn
Jennifer Bekkedal
Kelly Benhart
Katie Bohnenstiehl
Tara Coghlan
Brittany Dressel
Carolyn Dundon
Kim Frew
Holly Friedman
Abby Fry
Erin Grace
Jillian Graff
Mallory Huffman
Cassie Isaacs
Kristin Koutsis
Lindsey Kronmiller
Katy Kusch
Melissa Lambert
Erin Larkin
Jamie Lawrence
Jennifer Leach
Amanda Marcinkevich
Ashley Michl
Melissa Moore
Kimmy O’Farrell
Elizabeth Paneck
Colleen Parker
Molly Pine
Stephanie Raz
Angela Reed
Molly Rohman
Lindsay Rosales
Jennifer Sprague
Jennifer Sustek
Tabitha Swain
Michelle Talaga
Ashley Wentland
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ALL STUDENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES
ARE INVITED
TO AN OPEN HOUSE AND RECEPTION
AT THE NEAL WELCOME CENTER
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 2002
12:00 noon. - 3:00 p.m.
860 WEST LINCOLN AVENUE
Across from the Best Western Worthington Inn
west edge of town
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.
ADVERTISE!
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e Help your business
BLOSSOM
581-2816
In the DEN
Advertise 
If  you advertise i t
they wil l  come. . .
Welcome EIU Students & Families
Remember the Alamo!
Hours
Friday: 4-10pm    Saturday: 3-10pm
Sunday: 4-9pm
Take the family out for a great dinner.
Walk-ins only this weekend.
Cross County Mall Rt.16 - Mattoon
LES CAYES, Haiti (AP) — Dark clouds
hovered over Haiti on Thursday as
Tropical Storm Lili began unleashing
stinging rains and moved closer to
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, where nearly 600
suspected terrorists are being held.
Lili, expected to lick the Haitian coast-
line later Thursday or early Friday, had
residents in the Caribbean country
scrambling to prepare.
“I’m now in the hands of God,” said
Lisio Jacques, a 25-year-old farmer and
father of four in Cavaillon, about 50 miles
southwest of the capital, Port-au-Prince.
In 1998, when Hurricane Georges
struck, Jacques watched part of his hut
collapse when the Martineau River rose.
In May, heavy rains swept away his field
of corn, beans and millet. Now Lili looms.
“We’re not going to move until the
water wets our feet,” he said.
Radio announcers urged Haitians to
stock up on water and food, and move to
higher ground. In 1994, Tropical Storm
Gordon killed at least 829 Haitians. Many
of the deaths occurred from mudslides.
At 8 a.m. EDT, Lili was about 275 miles
southwest of Santo Domingo, the
Dominican Republic’s capital. The storm
was moving west at about 6 mph, with
maximum winds of about 40 mph.
Although the storm was generating wind
and rain, its center was weak and fore-
casters predicted it would be downgrad-
ed to a depression.
Warnings were issued for the southern
Dominican Republic and Haiti, which
share the island of Hispaniola, and
Jamaica.
Lili was expected to reach Guantanamo
Bay Naval Base at Cuba’s eastern tip late
Friday or early Saturday. The storm
could carry enough winds and rains to
warrant moving the 598 detainees to a
“hardened, secure” location away from
their seaside cells, U.S. military officials
said.
The detainees, accused of links to the
fallen Taliban regime of Afghanistan or
al-Qaida terrorist network, are being
held in trailor-like cells just over a quar-
ter of a mile from the ocean.
Lili caused at least four deaths in St.
Vincent early Tuesday, when a mudslide
slammed into a home, crushing a mother
and three children.
Elsewhere in the Caribbean, Tropical
Storm Kyle was upgraded to a hurricane,
the season’s third. The storm, about 490
miles southeast of Bermuda with 85 mph
winds, was only expected to affect ship-
ping interests.
More tropical storms
stirring in the waters
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraq said a U.S.
airstrike early Thursday hit its civilian air-
port in the southern port city of Basra. The
announcement did not mention casualties.
A Pentagon official said the two strikes
early Thursday responded to Iraq’s firing
of anti-aircraft artillery and surface-to-air
missiles at allied aircraft patrolling zones
declared off-limits to Iraqi planes.
Iraq quickly condemned Thursday’s
strike, which came a day after two strikes
aimed at radar and communications facili-
ties in the southeast.
“This terrorist act is a breach of interna-
tional civilian aviation regulations,” an
announcer on Iraq’s state-owned satellite
channel said.
The announcer said the attack targeted
Basra International Airport’s radar system
and damaged the terminal building. No
further details were announced.
It was unclear whether the airport had
military facilities.
A Pentagon official said in Washington
that aircraft from the U.S.-British coalition
launched two strikes just after midnight
Iraq time, one near Basra and the other
near Al Kufah in southern Iraq.
The strikes came about 90 minutes after
Iraq fired at the allied planes, the official
said without specifying the location of the
Iraqi attacks.
Navy Lt. Cmdr. Nick Balice, a
spokesman for the U.S. Central Command
in Florida, had no comment on Iraq’s accu-
sation that one strike hit a civilian airport.
Coalition aircraft targeted an air
defense mobile radar system and an air
defense communications facility in the two
missions, Balice said. He declined to say
where the Iraqis fired from but said the
coalition strikes were not necessarily
aimed at the Iraqi facility that provoked
them.
U.S. Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld disclosed last week that he
ordered pilots to attack such targets as
communications sites, command centers
and fiber-optic links in Iraq’s air defense
network rather than the specific guns and
radars used against U.S. and British pilots.
The goal of the new approach is to
reduce dangers to fliers while increasing
the damage to Iraq’s increasingly sophisti-
cated air defense system.
The United States and Britain have
patrolled zones in northern and southern
Iraq since the 1991 Gulf War, declaring the
areas off limits to Iraqi aircraft to protect
Kurds in the north and Shiites in the south.
Those patrols routinely launch
airstrikes, with allies saying they only
respond when Iraq’s military radar locks
onto their fighter planes. On Sept. 6,
American and British warplanes attacked
and destroyed Iraq’s biggest military com-
pound, H-3, in western Iraq near the
Jordanian border, the exiled officers said.
 Tropical Storm Lili unleashes
rain over Haiti, churns toward
Guantanamo Bay in Cuba
Iraqi TV: U.S. air strike hits
civilian airport Thursday
Part-Time up to $14.95 HR.
Repairing Mailings, flexible
hours, no selling, call 626-
821-4035,
__________________________9/27
Delivery Driver needed. Day Shift-
Apply in person at China 88- 1140
Lincoln Avenue
__________________________10/2
Get great campaign experi-
ence!! Help an EIU graduate &
local democratic state rep
candidate get elected. For
more information, call John
Robeson at 348.0877
__________________________10/4
Bartender  trainees needed $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539
_________________________10/22
Searching for a Job that Works
Around Your Class
Schedule??? RUFFALO CODY
in partnership with WESTAFF
have immediate long term
customer service/inside sales
positions available. We offer:
Flexible Scheduling, A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid Training, Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe
m/f/h/v
_________________________00
Immediate openings for Spring! 3
Bedroom Furnished apartments.
Call Kim 346-3583
_________________________9/27
Available NOW or 2nd semester.
Vacancies must go! Rentals for 1-
5 persons. Make an offer and
watch the landlord squirm! 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.  
_________________________9/30
Sublessor wanted immediately or
spring semester, 4 bdrm house,
1st street, own room, w/d, 1 1/2
baths, ac, dishwasher, big/spa-
cious, driveway, $250/mo.
Contact Michelle 581-6568
_________________________10/2
Newly remodeled 2 bdrm apt.
Stove, refrigerator included.
Washer and dryer hook up. $450
per month. 345-2467.
_________________________10/4
Extremely nice Large 3 bedrm, 2
bathroom house. washer/dryer
included. Available December.
Close to Campus 345-9267
_________________________10/22
Available now! Large 1 or 2 BR
Apt. off Charleston Square.
$495.mo includes heat, water,
trash pickup, appliances and
laundry room. No pets. 345-
2617
_________________________10/31
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
1611 9th St. Unexpected
vacancy as of Oct. 1, 2002. 1
block east of Old Main, 2 BR
apt. completely furnished,
heat, garbage, off-street park-
ing included. Lease rest of
school year. Call 345.7136
_________________________00
Near campus, adorable. 4
bedroom house, 10 month
lease, available immediately.
Washer/dryer, off street park-
ing. 348-0712
_________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
_________________________00
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOUSE. 2
BLOCKS FROM EIU. W/D
INCLUDED. $200 EACH. CALL
348-1067
_________________________00
No more waiting in line for the
bathroom. New 3 & 4 BR, 2 bath
large apts. DSL Internet, W/D
included. $225-$250/person.
348-1067.
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR
furnished apt. Water, trash,
laundry room, all included for
$260/mo. on the corner, 111
2nd st. Right next to park.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 348-
5427
_________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
RENT AS LOW AS $280/PER-
SON. FURNISHED. SUPER
LOW UTILITIES. DSL/ETHER-
NET 03/04 SCHOOL YEAR.
345-5022
_________________________00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D, water
and trash included. $225 each, 3
people. Available June 1st. Not
close to campus. 232-0656.
_________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002: LARGE
2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
LOCATED NEXT TO THE BUZZARD
BUILDING. RECENTLY RECARPET-
ED. FOR LEASING INFORMATION
CALL 348-0157 OR 581-3681 or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
_________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN
COMPLEX.  TRASH PD.  1305
18th ST. $395 MO. SINGLE/
$460 2 ADULTS. PH 348-
7746.
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-
1479
_________________________00       
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, &
3 BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING. SPRING SEMESTER
2003 LEASES AVAILABLE.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-
3161.
_________________________00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm.
apt. very close to campus, low
utilities, 10 month lease. 345-
5048.
_________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT.
CLOSE TO  CAMPUS.  345-
6533.
_________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3
BR UNF. APT W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, DISHWASHER,
MICROWAVE, CATHEDRAL
CEILING, INDIV. SINK/VANITY
IN EACH ROOM,
WATER/TRASH PD. 348-7746
_________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1
BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-2
BATH LIVING ROOM, DINING
ROOM, KITCHEN, STOVE,
REFRIG.1520 9th ST. PH. 348-
7746
_________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments
available IMMEDIATELY, 2ND
SEMESTER, or select your
apartment NOW for fall 2003!
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
offers lots of space, swimming
pool, volleyball court, walk to
campus.  Located across from
Carman Hall. 345-6000
_________________________00 
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
1611 9th St. Unexpected
vacancy as of Oct. 1, 2002.
One block East of Old Main, 2
bdrm apt. Completely fur-
nished. Heat, garbage and off-
street parking included. Lease
rest of school year. Call 345-
7136.
_________________________00       
‘92 Ford Explorer Sport, 4X4
Only 76,000 miles. CD Player,
good condition. $4900.
348.6267 Joe
_________________________9/30
LIVE!
_________________________9/27
To the men of EIU! What did you
do? You better watch out. the
cops are after you! Love the Tri-
Sigma PD
_________________________9/27
Only the good ones get
caught!! Cops and robbers
crush dance 2002. Can’t wait
to see you tonight! Love the
Tri-Sigma PD
_________________________9/27
Come in at Z’s Hair Design for a
trendy new hairstyle.  Haircut, sham-
poo and style $15. Men’s haircuts
$12. Highlights range from $40-$50.
Cut, shampoo, and style included
with highlights. Brow and facial wax-
ing $5 each.  Many more services
offered. For appointment call Nikki at
345-5451. Located just north of Post
Office at 212 6th Street, Charleston.
We offer Paul Mitchell, Graham Webb,
and American Crew products.
_________________________9/27
Hi-Lites/Foils Saturday Special
start $35. The Hair Depot 345.2975
_________________________9/27
USA Spring Break Presents: Spring
Break 2003, Campus Reps Wanted-
Earn 2 free trips for 15 people;
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazarlan,
Jamaica, Acapulco, South Padre, &
Florida  Call Toll Free 1-877-460-6077
www.usaspringbreak.com
_________________________ 9/27
Don’t forget to get out and vote
for Homecoming Candidates on
Sept. 30 and Oct. 1st. 10-4 p.m.
in either Coleman/Carman/Rec/
Union
_________________________ 10/1
FRATERNITIES-SORORITIES-
CLUBS-STUDENT GROUPS:
Student Organizations can earn
$500-1000 with an easy three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
call today! Contact Campus
Information Services at
1.800.375.5701
_________________________10/4
Yoga, Step Aerobics, Ballet, Tap,
Jazz & Modern-for children, teens
& adults. Jacqueline Bennett
Dance Center 345.7182
_________________________10/10
16 Years-One Spring Break
Destination-One Company! Travel
with BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS, the
most successful Acapulco Spring
Break company ever, & you will
never want to use a different
Spring Break company again!
Sign up by Nov. 1 & get over $100
in food & merchandise FREE.
800.875.4525. www.bianchi-
rossi.com. Travel FREE-ask how!!
_________________________11/1
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel
With STS Americas #1 Student
Tour Operator. Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida.
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-
800-648-4849 or www.ststrav-
el.com.
_________________________11/1
****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts! 1.888
THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578 dept
2626) www.springbreakdis-
counts.com
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties
& Meals! 1-800-234-7007 end-
lesssummertours.com
_________________________12/16
***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the
best SPRING BREAK PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi Gras. TRAVEL FREE, Reps
needed, Earn $$$$. Group
Discounts for 6+.
1 . 8 8 8 . T H I N K S U N
(1.888.844.6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
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C A M P U S  C L I P S
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE: Sunday Morning Worship at 10:30am
in the Buzzard Auditorium room 1501. Come join us for worship and a
Biblical message! Everyone is welcome!
WESLEY FOUNDATION: Free Sunday Supper at 5:30pm. Wesley
Foundation is across 4th from Lawson. Comme and have a homemade
supper with your friends.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS: Study Abroad Australia. Monday
Sept. 30 from 3-4pm in Lumpkin Hall, Rm 2030.
CHI ALPHA CAMPUS MINISTRIES: All-Night Fun Night, tonight from
11:59pm-7am (9/28). Charleston Community Church. Kids and Adults:
Come join us for fellowship and games! Any questions, call 581-3753
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
ACROSS
1 Car controls
7 Things with mir-
rors
15 “Slavonic
Dances” com-
poser
16 A Handel con-
certo might
have one
17 “By ___!”
18 Sound right
19 1998 Sarah
McLachlan hit
20 Trainee
22 Thompson of
“Family”
23 Checkers, e.g.
24 Hang (around
with)
25 Riviera view
26 International
lang.
27 Hit song from
the rock opera
“Tommy”
31 Tip
32 Seat at the bar
34 “Prometheus
Bound” play-
wright
36 Lines from a
groupie, maybe
38 Confusion,
slangily
41 Divide
45 Cheers
46 Disk readers
48 Times Sq., to a
straphanger
49 D.C. party
50 Actress Murray
of the silents
51 Occur, old-style
52 Screen symbol
54 Icy drink
57 New Testament
group
58 Paper clip, e.g.
60 Got
62 “Don’t let the
heat get to
you!”
63 Noted French
physicist
64 Shrinks’
appointments
65 Many a snake
DOWN
1 “A Certain
Justice” author
2 Plain
3 Frequent por-
trayer of Otello
4 Solo
5 Telecom setup
6 It provides an
overview
7 128 cubic feet
8 Tony’s cousin
9 ___ Blanc
10 Tuner on a viola
11 Real estate
sect. listings
12 Kind of apple
13 Pearson’s suc-
cessor
14 Big name on
Wall Street
21 It makes hay
24 Middle Eastern
dish
28 Says quickly,
with “off”
29 Prizes
30 Outer: Prefix
31 Instrument for
Orpheus
33 Takes out, so to
speak
35 Wiesbaden’s
state
37 Patriot’s org.
38 Alaskan animals
39 Winner of a
race
40 Clickers
42 Bird formations
43 Stand for
things?
44 Speedier
47 Avid
53 Times out
54 “Git!”
55 Province of
Spain
56 Web addresses
57 Mariners’ needs
59 Start of the
third century
61 RCA competitor
Puzzle by Elizabeth C. Gorski
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16
17 18
19 20 21 22
23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31
32 33 34 35
36 37
38 39 40 41 42 43 44
45 46 47 48
49 50 51
52 53 54 55 56 57
58 59 60 61
62 63
64 65
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0816
P E D A L S C O M P A C T S
D V O R A K O B O E P A R T
J I M I N Y R I N G T R U E
A D I A C A D E T S A D A
M E N P A L M E R
E N G I M F R E E L E A N
S T O O L A E S C H Y L U S
F A N L E T T E R
K E R F U F F L E S E V E R
O L E S L A S E R S S T A
D E M M A E H A P
I C O N S L U S H M A G I
A T T A C H E R R E A P E D
K E E P C O O L A M P E R E
S E S S I O N S H I S S E R
F O R  R E N T
P E R S O N A L S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
Need a reason
to smile?
Advertise... one ad
in the DEN
Classified will
make $ for you!
ADVERTIISE!!
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It’s Pumpkin Patch Time!!!
Earthborne Farm
Greenup, IL
Sept. 27-Oct. 27
F r i d a y : 5 - 1 0  p . m .
S a t u r d a y : N o o n - 1 0  p . m .
S u n d a y : N o o n - 8  p . m .
1/2 Mile West of Greenup, Il on Rt. 121 then follow the signs.
Toll Free
P H :  8 8 8 - 4 4 7 - 3 0 3 5
o r  2 1 7 - 9 2 3 - 3 0 3 5
Rat Racers!
Pumpkins!
Straw Maze!
&
More Fun!
Fun 
Hous
es
Mini Golf
Hayrides
Win a Date with EIU Homecoming Royalty
Play EIU’l  I ’ s V ersion i  
of f Singled Outi l
Thurs, Oct. 10 @ 7pm in Grand Ballroom
Pick up applications in the student activities center. Applications
are due by Tues, Oct. 1 in the student activities center
Happy 21st
Becky
Good Luck recovering
from the weekend!
Love Your Roomies!
ROTC Day celebrates program, involves community
P H O T O S  B Y  J E N  C R A V E N S  /  S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Above: Joe Slewoski, a sophomore history and social
sciences major, repels down the side of Klehm Hall
Thursday afternoon.
Far left: Aleta Smith, 9, a Charleston resident, looks
back as she scales a rock-climbing wall Thursday
afternoon outside the Tarble Arts Center.  
Middle left: Don Drake, a Charleston resident, relaxes
on a jeep Thursday afternoon outside the Tarble Arts
Center.
Bottom left: Cadet Todd Murray, a freshman political
sciences major, throws a grenade during the ROTC
extravaganza Thursday afternoon outside the Tarble
Arts Center.
J E N  C R A V E N S  /  S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Caleb Linn, 7, of Charleston, gets help from Jonathan Vogt, a junior social sciences major, holding an M-16 A2 riffle.
REGISTRATION OFFICE RELOCATION
The Registration Office has been relocated to McAfee 1125, which is in
the NORTH basement of McAfee.
TEXTBOOK RENTAL’S FALL SIDEWALK SALE
Textbook Rental Service will hold it’s Fall sidewalk Sale starting
Monday, September 30th through Friday, October 4th from 9am to 4pm
each day. Choose from many titles with prices varying from 25 cents to
$5. The sidewalk sale will be held rain or shine.
CDS ADVISEMENT SESSIONS
The department of Communication Disorders and Sciences will hold a
GROUP ADVISEMENT NIGHT on Thursday , OCTOBER 10th in Room
201/202 of the Clinical Services Building. CDS majors and pre-majors
who are currently enrolled in freshman and sophomore courses should
attend the 5:45pm group meeting. Junior and Senior majors should
attend the 6:30 pm group meeting. Individual advisement sessions will
follow each group meeting. Students with questions may call 581-2712
for more information.
ASEP APPLICATION MEETING
Students interested in the Alternate Secondary Education Program
should attend one of three meetings, all in Buzzard 2149. Monday,
September 30th at 4pm, Thursday, October 3rd at 5pm, and
Wednesday, October 16th at 5pm. At these meetings, students can
learn about ASEP’s unique features and get applications for admission.
Anyone who cannot attend should call 581-7394 for an appointment.
UNIVERSITY ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION MEETING
Students must attend a meeting to formally apply for University
Admission to Teacher Education and to initiate the selection process.
The College of Education and Professional Studies schedules meetings
each semester. The required formal application from is distributed and
collected at the meetings and the rules and regulations concerning
selection, admission to and retention in teacher education are
explained. Students who have not previously applied MUST attend a
meeting. The following meetings are available for FALL SEMESTER
2002 to initiate the selection process. 
Monday, October 7th         1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium  4-4:50pm
Wednesday, October 16th  1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium  3-3:50pm
Thursday, November 7th     1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium   9-9:50am
Wednesday, December 11th  1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium 6-6:50pm
The next opportunity to initiate the “Selection Process and apply for the
University Admission to Teacher Education will be during the Spring
Semester 2003.
MIDTERM DEFICIENCY LETTERS
In mid-October a letter will be sent to each student who is receiving
a D or F in one or more courses at midterm. The letter will be
addressed to residence halls for on-campus students and to off-
campus students at their local address.  If a residence hall or local
address is not available, the letter will be sent to the home address.
Students who need to update a local address must submit the
address change in writing to the Housing Office no later than
Monday, October 7th.
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D O O N E S B U R Y B Y  G A R R Y  T R U D E A U
M O T H E R  G O O S E  &  G R I M B Y  M I K E  P E T E R S
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Despite the
threat of a boycott by the Rev. Al
Sharpton, MGM says it will not
remove a scene from the hit comedy
“Barbershop” that mocks civil rights
leaders Martin Luther King Jr. and
Rosa Parks.
Instead, the studio is planning a
sequel to the film, which has topped
the U.S. box office for two weeks and
earned more than $38.4 million.
Sharpton has said he may urge peo-
ple to stop seeing the movie, about
the importance of a barbershop hang-
out in a black neighborhood in
Chicago, unless the studio makes a
public apology and agrees to explore
changes to the scene on video and
DVD.
The director, screenwriter and pro-
ducers have apologized for causing
offense, but defended their right to
poke fun. The studio says it will back
the filmmakers.
“We have no intention of altering
the film in any way,” MGM said in a
statement Wednesday. “The filmmak-
ers obviously struck a winning chord
with critics and audiences alike, and
we are already at work on the
sequel.”
The scene in question features a
cranky barber named Eddie, played
by Cedric the Entertainer, deliberate-
ly breaking taboos by saying Rodney
King deserved to be beaten, O.J.
Simpson was guilty of murder and
Parks was not the only one who
refused to give up a bus seat
reserved for whites.
“Eddie, not only is what you’re say-
ing not true, it is wrong and disre-
spectful for you to discuss Rosa
Parks in that way,” one character
responds.
“Is this a barbershop?” Eddie
responds. “If we can’t talk straight in
the barbershop, then where can we
talk straight? ... You know this ain’t
nothing but healthy conversation.
Ain’t nobody exempt in the barber-
shop. You can talk about whoever,
and whatever, whenever you want
to.”
The character then directs an
expletive at the Rev. Jesse Jackson.
Later, he makes unflattering remarks
about King’s alleged promiscuity.
The scene also outraged Jackson,
who has said King’s family was
offended.
Neither Jackson nor Sharpton
immediately returned calls for com-
MGM announces ’Barbershop’ sequel;
says it won’t edit original despite protests
RENO, Nev. (AP) — It did-
n’t take long for Harry
Spencer to detect trouble on
the set of “The Misfits” in
1960.
Marilyn Monroe’s fre-
quent tardiness caused
annoying delays for co-stars
Clark Gable and
Montgomery Clift and
director John Huston. The
snags, blamed on Monroe’s
pill-popping, helped make
the movie written by her
then-husband, Arthur
Miller, one of the most
expensive black-and-white
films ever made.
“I was disappointed that
Monroe was so vacuous and
you couldn’t carry a conver-
sation with her. She was
very spacey, not quite
there,” says Spencer, a pub-
licist then at the Mapes
Hotel, where Monroe and
other cast members stayed.
“The Misfits,” filmed
almost exclusively in the
Reno area from July to
November 1960, was the
only movie Monroe and
Gable appeared in together,
and was the last completed
film for both.
Its behind-the-scenes
troubles — and the blurring
of life and art — are exam-
ined in “Making the
Misfits,” a documentary
that premieres Wednesday
(Oct. 2) on PBS’ “Great
Performances” (check local
listings).
The one-hour special fea-
tures interviews with
Miller, supporting actors Eli
Wallach and Kevin
McCarthy, and locals such
as Spencer. It also offers
rare film footage and photo-
graphs of the stars shot dur-
ing the filming.
“It felt like the right time
to re-examine ‘The Misfits,’
a film so under-appreciated
at its release,” said docu-
mentary director Gail
Levin. Though rejected by
critics and audiences in
1961, “it’s one of those films
that still lives. It has an aura
and mystique to it.”
Despite the all-star cast
and acclaimed director,
plenty went wrong during
filming, according to the
Thirteen-WNET New York
documentary.
“Gable would be on the
set at 7:30 or 8 in the morn-
ing with lines memorized
and ready to go. She would
arrive at noon. She didn’t
seem focused, and it would
take a lot of time for her to
do her scenes right,”
Spencer said. “It was like it
was a jinxed movie.”
Filming not only was
delayed by Monroe’s late-
ness on the set, but by a
drug overdose that prompt-
ed her to seek treatment in
Los Angeles. She and Miller
took separate rooms during
the filming and divorced a
short time later.
Miller had written the
screenplay for her to try to
rebuild her self-esteem
after a miscarriage.
Just 12 days after filming
ended, Gable died of a heart
attack at age 59. Less than
21 months later, Monroe
died at age 36 of a drug
overdose that was ruled a
suicide. Clift appeared in
several other films before
he died at age 45 in 1966.
“I do think there is a
haunting quality to the
movie because of what fol-
lowed,” Levin said. “The
movie is the end of an era. It
freezes them in time.”
The blurring between art
and life is remarkable in
“The Misfits” because
Monroe, Gable and Clift
played characters so much
like themselves, she said.
The movie centers on an
aging but sensitive cowboy
played by Gable, a troubled
but kind rodeo rider played
by Clift and an insecure,
lonely divorcee played by
Monroe.
“I think Monroe knew it
was too close to the truth,”
Levin said. “She puts on a
brave face in the movie like
in real life.”
Miller, who based the
movie on the loners he saw
in Reno when he divorced in
1956 to marry Monroe, said
it was difficult to see her go
through “such torture” dur-
ing the filming.
“I think there was a strug-
gle believing in herself in a
part that serious, where ...
her body would have meant
so little in the course of the
story,” said the playwright.
Gable was like the cow-
boy he played: rugged,
handsome and fiercely inde-
pendent, said Marilyn
Newton of Reno, a movie
extra at age 15.
“He was really down to
earth and would go out of
his way to be nice to every-
one,” said Newton, a veter-
an Reno Gazette-Journal
photographer. “He was even
warmer than his Hollywood
image.”
“Clift was friendly but he
was a loner. Monroe was
very beautiful but didn’t
live up to her Hollywood
persona. She seemed vul-
nerable and almost timid,”
Newton said.
University of Nevada,
Reno art professor Howard
Rosenberg, a movie critic,
rates all three stars’ per-
formances in “The Misfits”
as among their best.
“This movie is profound
and makes you think,” he
said. “Americans want to be
entertained and they didn’t
want to deal with its mes-
sage when it came out. I
think more people are will-
ing to take a look at the
message today.”
But Spencer isn’t so sure.
“I think people will find the
making of the movie — and
what it reveals about the
stars — more fascinating
than the movie itself.”
PBS documentary explores troubled last
movie of Monroe, Gable — ‘The Misfits’
NEW YORK (AP) — Richard Strauss had his first big
operatic success writing about a woman obsessed —
Salome, who was so enamored of John the Baptist that she
demanded his head on a platter.
A nobler obsession gnaws at the heroine of his next
work, “Elektra,” revived by the Metropolitan Opera on
Wednesday night. She seeks to avenge the murder of her
father, Agamemnon, at the hands of her mother,
Klytemnestra, and the mother’s paramour, Aegisthus.
Strauss and his librettist, Hugo von Hofmannsthal, tell
Elektra’s story in a single act lasting less than two hours.
But the brevity is deceptive: The title role may be the most
daunting in the soprano repertory, calling for a mesmeriz-
ing actress who combines Wagnerian stamina and volume
with an ability to scale down for moments of utmost ten-
derness.
Deborah Polaski’s performance in the current cast
marks a triumph of will power over vocal limitations.
Some of her high notes were strained and a few were
missed altogether, but she compensated with singing that
was always expressive and often beautiful. 
That was never truer than in the “Recognition Scene”
duet with her brother, Orestes, strongly sung by baritone
Alan Held.
Met presents one-act Richard Strauss
opera on third night of the new season
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Receive 5 0 ¢
Off
Any Grande Size
Cappuccino,
To help you study harder and
longer
or
Offer Expires Oct 10, Must Bring In This
Ad
Friday
2$ DomesticBottles
Saturday
“Octoberfest”
All German
Beers 2$
Homecoming Parade Oct 12 - Open 8am
Best Bloody Marys in Town
Ryan Groff
Acoustic
10pm
Open Daily
4pm - Midnight
‘cept Fri & Sat
till 2am
One Large One Item
Pizza &
Order of Garlic
Cheesestick for Just
$13.95
Pagliai’s, Since 1964
1600 Lincoln Ave
Call 345-3400
Fast, Free Delivery
Place Your Personal DEN
...because plenty of cute
chicks read it daily!
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY
M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
Working out the kinks
By Aaron Seidlitz
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Eastern’s sub-par start to the 2002 season,
will face a major middle of the season test
with road and conference games starting to
appear on the schedule.  
The first step for a fresh
start to the season will be
at Ft. Wayne, Ind., when
Eastern will meet IUPU-
Ft. Wayne.
The Panthers (2-4) will
go into Fort Wayne looking
to turn their season around
with a victory over the (2-
6) squad from IUPU.  
This game is the first in
a large stretch of impor-
tant games, with more
urgency being placed upon
the team to starting win-
ning games on a more consistent basis.  
Panther head coach Adam Howarth said
the team now understands the holes that it
needs to fill after starting the season slower
than they wanted to.  
No longer can the excuse be made that
early season mistakes are OK as long as they
are fixed soon.  
Howarth said he understands there have
been early problems, but he is also proud of
the effort level the team has run on.
“The team is a good bunch of guys, sure
they have their off days but it is encouraging
that they put this kind of effort forward,”
Howarth said.
Even though the Panthers have been com-
petitive in their early games, the team has
faced lapses in offensive momentum. 
While the defense has held strong, for the
most part, the mistakes made by the defen-
sive unit have been glaring at times.  
“The defense has done a good job so far,
but we need to eliminate the dumb mis-
takes,” Howarth said.
However, as the team hopes to fix the defi-
ciencies in the day-to-day play, a demanding
schedule awaits the Panthers. After this
weekend’s home game against Illinois-
Chicago, the team will go on the road for
three games and then come home for five
games.
With the three games ahead on the road,
the team will hope to gain a little momentum
from those games and carry it over to the
five games at home.  Even though it may be
a little more difficult for
the team to gain momen-
tum on the road, things
would look quite a bit bet-
ter if it could win a few on
the road and come home in
a much better state.
“Winning on the road
would definetly build some
momentum for us  when
we come home,” said
Howarth.  “But we are also
looking forward to the first
conference game, which
we need to win to get off to
a good start in the Missouri
Valley Conference.”
The Panthers will have two more non-con-
ference games, including games against the
Flames and Saint Louis before a flurry of
conference games.  The first of which will be
on Oct. 4 when Eastern will travel to Western
Kentucky.  
One advantage the Panthers hold is the
five home games upcoming on the schedule
will all be against conference competition.
The first two games in the MVC will be on
the road, but after that the Panthers will be
holding some important conference matches
at Lakeside Field.
Optimism and anticipation are high within
the Panthers coming into these conference
matches.
“We are looking forward to playing better
in these conference games,” Howarth said.
“A lot of them are coming up and we need to
play well.”
The test will be a considerable one, but
Eastern is hoping to turn around a season
after a slow start has put the team in a hole.
The middle of the season will be a time for
Eastern to prove itself against some tough
competition.
Matchup breakdown
Illinois-Chicago Eastern
Flames at Panthers
(3-4-1) (2-4)
W H E N : 12:30 p.m., Sunday
W H E R E : Lakeside Field
 WHAT TO WATCH: The Panthers are
looking for a momentum swing after a slow
start. This is one of the final tuneups fore
Eastern before the Missouri Valley
Conference season begins.
Panthers use game against
Flames as final warm-up for MVC
Turf:
Students will not have to
pay for artificial surface
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
grass is a mixture of sand and pieces of
rubber. The only matinance the artificial
surface would need is to be raked once a
month.
If Eastern decides to install an artificial
surface, McDuffie said it will be paid for
by private donations and a state grant
awarded for using recycled materials in
the new surface. If the donations and the
grant do not cover expenses, then
McDuffie intends on using money from
football game guarantees like the money
Eastern recieved from playing Kansas
State.
Eastern has not made a final decision or
made a proposal to the University adminis-
tration for review.
“This is so priliminary right now,” inter-
im President Lou Henken said. “I just want
to emphasize that this is in the planning
stage, but this is a trend among universities
right now and we don’t want to be left
behind. We want to explore our options.” 
S E E  X X X X X  Page 00
Redemption:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
“Everybody on our team has done every-
thing well at different times, but we have to
focus on playing well at the same time,”
said Tennessee-Martin head coach Chris
Rushing.
The one date the Skyhawks remembers
is Nov. 17, 2001 because the Panthers
defeated Tennessee-Martin in five games
on their home gym to earn the only the
NCAA Tournament berth for the Ohio
Valley Conference.
“I really don’t think that I have to remind
my players about what happened last year
becuase they have been waiting to get
revenge since that night,” Rushing said.
The Skyhawks brought back every one
of their starters from last year’s team.
“We have Southeast Missouri on Friday
and Eastern on Saturday and we think
these games are must-wins,” Rushing said.
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Eastern sophomore Erica Gerth moves into position to dig the ball during Tuesday’s game
against IUPU-Indianapolis. Gerth and the Panthers play two OVC matches in Tennessee
this weekend.
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After hitting unexpected pay dirt on fledg-
ling Giant records in 2000, Chicago-based
Disturbed has returned with the same grind-
ing riffs, guttural vocals and a larger dose of
melody on the uneven “Believe.”
Utilizing the services of Johnny Z, who
produced Disturbed’s debut along with fel-
low Chicago natives Soil, and Andy Wallace
(Alice in Chains, Mudvayne, Limp Bizkit)
behind the boards, “Believe” is given an
unabashedly polished sheen while still main-
taining the grizzled grit of Disturbed’s dou-
ble-platinum debut.
Bridging the gap between the band’s ini-
tial self-produced EP through its debut,
“Believe” maintains vocalist David
Draiman’s typical barks/grunts (albeit in
smaller doses) with an expanded vocal
range, along with an infusion of melody and
an even tighter rhythm section than
appeared on “The Sickness.” 
Still present are staccato riffs, hyper vocal
delivery and loud/soft dynamics. “Believe”
offers an even heartier dose of melody and
drum-tight arrangement.
Leading off the album is “Believe’s” first
single, and arguably the album’s strongest
track. “Prayer” seems to be the archetype
Disturbed song, with hooking, driving riff
and off-kilter melody propelling aggressive
lyrics. 
Following the  hook-driven “Prayer” is the
energetic “Liberate” with its frenetic verses
and machine-gun drumming anchoring (and
compensating for) a tired arrangement.  With
its spoken word interlude and soaring chorus,
“Liberate” shows Draiman at his hypnotic and
enthralling best.
Losing many of the industrial touches that
peppered “The Sickness,” the remaining tracks
on “Believe” rely more on sinewy guitar riffs
and a pummeling rhythm section. Crunching
numbers like “Awaken,” “Remember” and
“Mistress” all groove with pile-driving riffs and
melodic breakdowns in each of their respective
choruses. Even on the shifting rhythms of
“Devour,” Disturbed remain as angry as ever.
The acoustic-tinged “Darkness,” with its
string arrangements and uncharacteristic slow
speed and cathartic feel, seems almost too pret-
ty to be on an album by a band who has built its
audience with typically bigger doses of may-
hem than melody.
With the aforementioned shifting dynamics,
melodic choruses and driving guitar riffs, the
musical growth and presence on “Believe” is
undeniable.
While the arrangements begin to get stale
and the guitar lines begin to blend seamlessly
after a while, “Believe” showcases Disturbed’s
shifting dynamics and lyrical growth in a
homogenized, palatable package.  
Although not containing the same visceral
kick as “The Sickness,” “Believe” stands as a
catchy, melodic metal offering which avoids
many of the genre’s trappings while still
remaining extremely powerful.
“Believe”
Disturbed
‘Believe’ proves disturbingly
powerful, melodic record
Not since Motley Crue has the pentogram
taken center stage on an album cover.  
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FRIDAY
WELCOME PARENTS
COME JOIN US BEFORE AND AFTER THE GAME
Kitchen Special
Cod, Fries, & Draft
$2.99
DJ Spider All Weekend!!
Food, Fun, and BEER!
What else could you ask for???
Tan Lines
Regular, Power, and
Ultimate beds
Buy a full size bottle of
lotion and tan free
the day.
Ask about group discount
Unlimited Monthly
Specials
Next to Joey’s, across
from Old Main
345-5666
Yay verily! I declare 
Advertise in ye
olde DEN this
fortnight
thee advertisement to
be smashing!
581-2816
Call today
SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIENDS
Place a
B I R T H D A Y
A D
with a
P H O T O  &  M E S-
S A G E
in the
Daily
NEW YORK (AP) — The New York Film
Festival turns 40 this year, but it’s just as
picky as it was in its infancy.
Compared to bigger festivals like
Toronto and Sundance, the New York festi-
val, which begins Friday, has been
described as a boutique in a world of
department stores.
That structure and vision have
remained intact since 1963, said Richard
Pena, chairman of the festival’s selection
committee and program director of the
Film Society of Lincoln Center.
“Each year, we present a very small,
what we like to think of as a highly select
group of films. We don’t try to be ency-
clopedic or panoramic,” Pena said
Thursday.
“That’s the model that was set up in
1963 and it’s pretty much the model we
have today.”
This year’s festival, which runs through
Oct. 13 at Lincoln Center, includes 26 fea-
tures and 17 shorts from 25 countries.
Previous opening-night films have
come from such esteemed directors as
Francois Truffaut, Woody Allen, Robert
Altman and Ang Lee. This year’s opening-
night film is “About Schmidt,” starring
Jack Nicholson and directed by
Alexander Payne (“Election”). Pena
described the movie as a perfect combi-
nation of old and new.
Nicholson stars as Warren Schmidt,
who retires from his job as an actuary
and endures the death of his wife of 42
years within a two-week span, then goes
on a road trip in his new Winnebago in
hopes of stopping his only daughter
(Hope Davis) from marrying a mullet-
wearing waterbed salesman.
“He put something into this role that I
guess we haven’t seen from Jack
Nicholson in a while,” Pena said. “It’s
really acting with his heart and entire
soul.”
After a screening of “About Schmidt”
Wednesday afternoon, the 65-year-old
Nicholson said he was drawn to the film
because there’s such a dearth of rich
roles for older actors.
“I found it interesting that this guy who
has a mathematical depth about life ...
really seems to understand nothing about
his own life,” he said. “In nearly every
scene, he’s operating under some precon-
ceived misconception.”
While Pena said he hoped the festival
contained all must-see movies, one that he
singled out as a favorite was Paul
Schrader’s “Auto Focus.” It stars Greg
Kinnear as Bob Crane, the clean-cut
“Hogan’s Heroes” actor who lived a
secret life of sex, lies and videotape, and
was bludgeoned to death with a tripod in
1978.
Other highlights include Paul Thomas
Anderson’s “Punch-Drunk Love,” the fes-
tival’s centerpiece on Oct. 5. 
The film is a departure for the director
of such heavy, emotional works as
“Boogie Nights” and “Magnolia” — it’s a
romantic comedy starring Adam Sandler
and Emily Watson.
And Spain’s Pedro Almodovar, whose
Oscar-winning “All About My Mother”
was the opening-night film in 1999, closes
the festival this time with “Talk to Her,”
about two men who are in love with
women in comas.
Other filmmakers returning from pre-
vious years include 93-year-old Manoel de
Oliveira, of Portugal, with “The
Uncertainty Principle”; French director
Claire Denis with “Friday Night”; and
Alexander Sokurov with “Russian Ark.”
Also planned is a retrospective tribute
to Indian actress Shabana Azmi, who has
starred in some 60 films over the past
three decades.
In its 40th year, New York
Film Festival maintains
reputation for choosiness
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“NOT JUST A BAR, IT’S A TRADITION”
APPETIZERS
MOZZARELA STICKS - $3.50 (REDSAUCEINCLUDED)
CHICKEN QUESADILLA STICKS - $6.00 (8 PER ORDER)
SPICY POPCORN CHICKEN - $4.75 1/2 lb. SERVING
FRENCH FRIES - $1.75 1/2 lb. SERVING
FRIED CHIPS - $1.75 1/2 lb. SERVING
BLOOMING ONION STRIPS - $3.50 lb. BASKET
KILLER NACHOS - $4.50 (CHIPS, SALSA CHEESE, SOUR CREAM)
*ADD A LOAD OF MEAT - $1.25
SANDWICHES
1/4 lb. HAMBURGER/CHEESEBURGER - $2.00
GRILLED CHICKEN - $3.00
BUFFALO CHICKEN - $2.50
BBQ PORK - $2.75
*FRENCH FRIES OR FRIED CHIPS WITH SANDWICH ORDER - $.50
*BLOOMING ONION STRIPS WITH SANDWICH - $1.25
*SAUCES = RANCH, CHEESE, MARZETTI, SALSA, SOUR CREAM - $.25
KITCHEN OPEN: MONDAY thru THURSDAY 4pm-9pm
FRIDAY thru SUNDAY 11am-9pm
Hey EIU
Students...
DO YOU NEED MONEY FOR...
TUITION???
ENTERTAINMENT???
GAS???
LAUNDRY???
CONSOLIDATED MARKET RESPONSE
in partnership with
WESTAFF
where there are opportunities that will fit all
your employment needs!!!
*Business Casual Atmosphere
*Flexible Schedules
*Great Pay
*Incentives / Bonuses
CALL TODAY
345-1303
eoe m/f/h/v
H O M E C O M I N G
GUIDEContact your ad rep for details581-2816
C R O S S  C O U N T R Y
Canceled due to lack of interest
By Andy Panici
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Eastern’s cross country teams will have the week-
end off before heading to Notre Dame on Oct. 4 to face
30 to 40 outstanding schools.
Eastern’s meet scheduled for Saturday was can-
celed due to lack of schools participating.
“Indiana State is hosting nationals so a lot of schools
that come to our meets our trying to get on their
course,” head coach John McInerney said.
McInerney said he scheduled the EIU Invitational
to give some of the younger runners a chance to run
and compete.  Eastern will be sending only its top
seven or eight runners to compete Friday at Notre
Dame.  
Senior Kyle O’Brien and sophomore Angie Simone
will be among those top runners competing.  O’Brien
has been an Ohio Valley Conference Top Performer
for two weeks in a row after his second place finish
last week.  He ran his season best with a time of
24:55.70.  Simone had her first career win last week,
pounding out a time of 18:28.70. 
She too was an OVC Top Performer, her first week-
ly award.
“Both ran really solid and are considered two top
OVC runners in terms of times and effort,”
McInerney said. “They both deserve the recognition.”
“We’ve had some really intense workouts this week
and some of the young guys are a little tired.” 
The advantage of the off week will give the teams
some rest and recuperation, not only for next week,
but for the few weeks to come.
“We’re making are transition from are September
low key meets into a really nasty month,” McInerney
said.
After the invite at Notre Dame, Eastern will head to
Terre Haute, Ind., for Pre-Nationals that will have
close to 100 teams competing. From there the
Panthers face the best OVC runners in the OVC
Championship. Two weeks later, the Panthers compete
in nationals at Indiana State.
N A T E  B L O O M Q U I S T / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
The Panther men’s and women’s cross country teams
won’t be in action this weekend.
Redbirds:
Illinois State 
provides Panthers
with final test before
OVC season begins
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
ranked No. 50 in pass efficiency,
after he led the nation in that cat-
egory last season. Romo’s six
interceptions against eight touch-
downs have pushed the 6-foot-3
Wisconsin native down in the
rankings.
Junior tailback Andre
Raymond is No. 3 in the nation in
all-purpose yardage with 224
yards per game. Senior tailback
J.R. Taylor is No. 18 in the nation
in rushing with 106.7 yards per
game and senior flanker Will
Bumphus is No. 10 in the nation
in scoring with 10 points per
game.
Advantage: Eastern
Defense
Sophomore linebacker Boomer
Grigsby leads the Redbirds
defensive corps with 36 tackles,
six for losses. Grigsby was
named this week’s Sports
Network I-AA National Player of
the Week and the Gateway
Conference Defensive Player of
the Week.
Senior linebacker Greg Helle
has 22 tackles. Dennis Butler
leads the Redbirds secondary
with 19 tackles and four broken-
up passes.
Illinois State has forced six
fumbles, has one interception,
and has limited opponents to 28
points per game.
The Panthers won’t have to
worry about a mobile quarter-
back as they did last week
against Indiana State’s Julian
Reese. However, Eastern does
need to worry about injuries.
Spoo had laundry list of players
who couldn’t suit up for practices
this week.
“Big plays killed us — that’s
the thing,” Spoo said. “You just
don’t want that to happen and
can’t let that happen to your
defense.”
Junior linebacker Nick Ricks,
one of the players who hasn’t
been able to practice every day
and didn’t wear pads in
Thursday’s practice, leads the
team in tackles with 33. 
Junior Fred Miller, junior
Jacob Mauer and red-shirt fresh-
man Kory Lothe each have 13
tackles.
Advantage: Illinois State
Special teams
Butler averages 20.8 yards per
kickoff return and 20.8 yards per
punt. 
His longest return was a 43-
yarder on a kickoff.
Sophomore Stephen Carroll
has made four of his first five
field goals, including a 53-yarder
against Quincy. 
Red-shirt freshman Troy
Maskel has averaged 34.9 yards
per punt in 16 kicks.
Raymond is Eastern’s biggest
return threat after a 95-yard
kickoff return for a touchdown
Saturday against Indiana State.
The Panther special teams unit
also blocked a punt last against
the Sycamores.
Freshman kicker Steve Keuhn
has made one of three field goal
attempts for 39 yards. Classmate
Tom Schofield averages 36.9
yards per punt in 17 kicks.
Advantage: Illinois State
Prediction: Eastern 31, 
Illinois State 28, OT
 Saturday’s EIU Invitational doesn’t
draw enough teams, could be a blessing
in disguise for Panthers
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Ryan Rinchiuso
STAFF WRITER
“Monsters Inc.” has the best
ending of any film I have ever
seen. I said it the first time I saw
the movie, and now after seeing it
countless times, I still say it.
Anyone who wants to watch a
touching and hilarious film can do
so any time with the excellent
“Monsters Inc.” DVD.
In the monster world, human
children’s screams are the only
way to power the cities. 
Monsters Inc. is the place
where these screams are harvest-
ed and processed. The monsters
do not want to harm the children,
it is simply their job. 
Monsters are also just as
scared of children as children are
of them because the monsters
believe children are toxic.
The best scare provided by
Monsters Inc., the lovable Sulley,
and his best friend, Mike, acci-
dentally let a little girl into the
factory, a little girl they nick-
named Boo. 
After a while Sulley begins to
truly care for the child. Instead of
caring about getting in trouble for
letting a child into the monster
world, Sully is only worried about
getting her back home. It is this
relationship which drives much
of the plot and emotion of the
film.
This was one of the best
movies of last year, only eclipsed
by “The Royal Tenenbaums.” 
It is the best children’s movie
since Pixar’s own “Toy Story 2.”
After buying the truly tremen-
dous “Toy Story” box set two
years ago (in my opinion the best
DVD set made), I knew Pixar set
the bar very high for its follow-
up DVD. The “Monsters Inc.”
DVD does not disappoint at all.
The sound and picture are
taken directly from the comput-
ers that made the film and it
shows. The picture is flawless
with no scratches or blemishes
and the colors are vibrant. 
The movie looks as good, if not
better, than it did in the theaters.
The soundtrack, unfortunately,
does not include a DTS track
because of the lack of space on
the first disc. 
Sound envelops you from all
speakers, the dialogue is crisp
from the center speaker and the
subwoofer will get a workout
during the film.
On the first disc is the direc-
tor’s commentary with four peo-
ple heavily involved in the mak-
ing of the film. 
The commentary was decent,
but did become repetitive in
parts. There also is a track with
only sound effects, which shows
people how much work goes into
the sound of the movie, since all
sounds are synthetic and have to
be made artificially.
The second disc is full of spe-
cial features which will take any-
one person hours to get through. 
The extras are separated into
two different areas, the monster
world and the human world.
The human world is for the
adults who want to know how
the movie was made. Once in
this world, the areas are sepa-
rated into their own sections
including art, story,
sound/music, design, character
and release.
Going through all of these
sections will teach viewers
everything they need to know
about the making of the
movie. 
These sections are also very
interesting and will keep your
attention throughout. Another
feature on this side of the extras
is a tour of the new Pixar
Studios which showcases these
peoples’ jobs.
The monster side is more for
the little kids who want to play
around on the disc. 
This side includes games for
finding Boo’s missing bedroom
door, becoming a top scarer
and an orientation into the
monster world. 
These extras are somewhat
interesting, but for the most
part are just made for the kids.
On the second disc is the
short, “For the Birds,” that
was shown before the film. 
A new short titled, “Mike’s
New Car,” and the out takes
from the movie are also on the
disk. All three are fun to watch
and have directors’ commen-
tary, which you can turn on or
off.
This disc is a must have for
everyone, no matter what type of
film you like. 
Pixar is now four-for-four in
movies and is also showing how it
is done on the DVD front.
“Monsters Inc.” proves fun,
entertaining and its accompany-
ing DVD is fascinating.
“Monsters Inc.”
Pixar
‘Monsters Inc.’ wonderful for fans of all ages
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  A M A Z O N . C O M
Sully and Mike, the stars of Pixar’s latest “Monsters Inc.” show that even
monsters can be cute and cuddly.
“The sound and pic-
ture are taken directly
from the computers
that made the film and
it shows. 
The picture is flawless
with no scratches or
blemishes and the col-
ors are vibrant.”
12A
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Panther sports calendar
F R I D A Y Volleyball vs. Murray State 7 p.m.
Men’s soccer vs. IUPU-Ft. Wayne  6 p.m. 
Rugby at Ohio State 4 p.m.
S A T U R D A Y Volleyball at Tennessee-Martin Noon
Football vs. Illinois State 1:30 p.m. 
F O O T B A L L
Taking steps toward a turf war
By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
A flurry of rumors spread
among campus faculty this week
about artificial turf being installed
at O’Brien Stadium.
On Thursday, director of athlet-
ics Rich McDuffie annouced the
installation of an artificial playing
surface at O’Brien Stadium is
being considered.
Eastern has several reasons for
researching the posibilities of an
artificial playing surface, field
maintenence, limiting injuries and
the ability to use the field for mul-
tiple functions are at the top of the
list of reasons.
After last year’s homecoming
game against Southeast Missouri
State, when eight inches of rain fell
on O’Brien Stadium, the field was
severly damaged. Artificial turf
might have become a bigger possi-
bility in McDuffie’s mind after
Eastern played at Kansas State
University’s Wagner Field, where
Field Turf is used.
According to McDuffie the new
surface would allow O’Brien to be
used not just for football, but
marching band practice and sum-
mer camps that would not normal-
ly be allowed on the field.
“We feel that this is the best
investment for us,” McDuffie said.
“We don’t have to paint it or main-
tain it, and it’s multi-use.”
McDuffie said that the estimat-
ed cost of the surface is estimated
at $500,000-$700,000 in the a press
release that was released
Thursday announcing Eastern’s
consideration of an artificial sur-
face.
“We do not plan on using any
state appropriation monies,
because I know the president
would not approve of it — or any
student fees,” McDuffie said. 
McDuffie also said one of the
three companies he is considering
promised an eight-year guarantee
on the surface.
There are three different brand
names of artificial surfaces that
McDuffie is considering. Eastern
has already seen Field Turf at
Kansas State. The other two
brands are Pro Grass, which is
what the University of Illinois has
at Memorial Stadium, and Astro
Play, which is what Southern
Illinois uses.
“They are all pretty much the
same product,” McDuffie said.
Head football coach Bob Spoo
and offensive coordinator Roy
Wittke are visiting Rock Island
today to inspect Augustana’s field
and talk with other players and
coaches.
Augustana uses Field Turf.
“I was impressed with Southern
Illinois’ field when we played there
a last year,” Spoo said. “The differ-
ence (from Kansas State’s field) is
the blades of grass were longer
and I liked that. The players and
coaches might prefer shorter.”
The artificial surface has a layer
of gravel covered by a layer of
sand that the surface goes over.
Between the artificial blades of
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 McDuffie, coaches
consider installing
artificial surface at
O’Brien Stadium
By Nate Bloomquist
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Panther head coach Bob Spoo has never cared about
rankings, and this year is no different.
So that’s why when unranked Illinois State rolls into
Charleston 1:30 p.m. Saturday (WHQQ-FM 98.9), Spoo
is prepared for a close game.
History is on his side.
Two years ago in Normal, Eastern lost 44-41 in
double overtime after quarterback Kevin Glenn
threw the game-winning 25-yard touchdown pass
to Steve Kostro. The Panthers have lost their last
three games against the Redbirds by an average
of only 8 points.
“They are coached real-
ly well and they play
hard,” Spoo said.
“They play hard. It’s
going to be another
tough game.”
The Redbirds
received some
honorable men-
tion votes in the
latest Sports
Network I-AA poll
and went 2-9 last sea-
son. Illinois State
pulled off the third
greatest comeback
in Redbird history
last week against
Murray State. The Racers led 17-3, but Illinois State
rallied to take a 24-23 win.
Here is how the Panthers and Redbirds match up:
Offense
Senior running back Quincy Washington has given
defenses fits all season with his explosive speed.
Washington averages 137.6 yards per game
through the Redbirds’ first three contests
— No. 3 in Division I-AA. Washington
carried the ball 21 times for 211 yards
against D-II Quincy.
Junior quarterback Mike Souza has
completed 48 percent of his passes
for 316 yards and three touchdowns.
Senior wide receiver Vito Golson is
more often than not on the receiving
end of those passes and is averaging
72 receiving yards per game with three
touchdowns. Dwayne Smith, who fol-
lowed Washington to Illinois State from
Illinois, will also be frequent receiving
target. He has nine catches for 91
yards in three games.
The Panthers offense has proven it
can be explosive, if only it can stay
away from penalties.
“If we continue to play sloppy foot-
ball, that’ll make it a long day against
anybody,” Spoo said.
Senior quarterback Tony Romo is
V O L L E Y B A L L
In Tennessee,
Skyhawks are playing
a redemption song
By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
A bitter rivalry may be brew-
ing in the Volunteer state.  
The Eastern volleyball team
will make its first Ohio
Valley Conference road
trip this weekend when
they compete against
Murray State Friday
and Tennessee Tech
Saturday. This will
comple a stretch of five
games in eight days for
the Panthers.
“It’s really hard to
prepare for this week-
end because they’re not
going to have any hard
practices before hand,”
head coach Brenda
Winkeler said.
The Panthers may
have to prepare
because of their 0-3 road record
this season.
“With a group of eight new
players, you never know what’s
going to happen when we play on
the road,” Winkeler said. 
Eastern will look to rebound
after a disappointing loss to (2-11)
IUPU-Indianapolis Tuesday. This
year’s Eastern squad has never
paid attention to records and is
not taking the (1-8) Murray State
Racers lightly.
“Like IUPUI, Murray State is a
good 1-8 team team even though
they are struggling early,”
Winkeler said.
“I never even knew (IUPU-I)
was 1-11 before we played them,”
senior outside hitter Jennifer
Fisher said.   
Winkeler is concerned about
her team’s mental state.
“That was one of the first times
that a couple of players didn’t
come mentally prepared to play,”
Winkeler said.
Panther fans can breathe easi-
er knowing that Murray State will
go into Friday suffering from
several injuries including leading
striker Lindy Northcutt. She
returned last week with an
injured foot and may still not be
completely healthy.  
“We have been plagued with
injuries all year and because of
that we’ve never had good chem-
istry,” Racers head coach David
Schwepker said.
Murray State will be
forced to dress only
eight players and almost
half of them aren’t 100
percent.
“Of the nine girls on
our roster, eight are
forced to play and of
those eight, three are
suffering from nagging
injuries,” Schwepker
said.
Winkeler said she is
convinced both senior
Karen Liss and sopho-
more Erica Gerth both
have to have a huge
weekend at their outside
hitting positions.
“It seems like
we win when
Erica and Karen
both have good
games and we
only one is on,
we tend to
s t r u g g l e , ”
Winkeler said.
“We need to
play well in the
first two games
so they don’t get
any confi-
dence.”
Saturday is
where the con-
ference will
begin to shake
out and no mat-
ter what hap-
pens, Eastern
will face its
tougest test of
the season.
Tennessee-Martin has won six
straight and eight of its last nine.
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Brenda Winkeler
“It seems like we
win when Erica
(Gerth) and
Karen (Liss) have
good games.”
This day
in Panther
sports...
Last year
 The women’s
soccer team
defeats Northern
Iowa 3-1.
2 years ago
 The women’s
soccer team
plays SW
Missouri to a 0-0
tie.
5 years ago
 Football team
beats Tennessee
Tech 10-7.
10 years ago
 Men’s tennis
loses 6-1 to
Bradley.
F O O T B A L L
All bets are off against Redbirds
Tennessee-Martin seeks
revenge for Eastern’s 
conference-clinching win
N A T E  B L O O M Q U I S T / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
The days could be numbered for natural grass at O’Brien Stadium.
Director of Athletics Rich McDuffie is exploring his options for installing 
artificial turf down.
S E E  R E D B I R D S  Page 11
N A T E  B L O O M Q U I S T / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Junior tailback Andre Raymond leads the Panthers offense in Saturday’s game against Illinois State. Raymond is
ranked third in all-purpose yardage in Division I-AA.
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C O N C E R T  C A L E N D A R
Friday
 Seeking Syd,
ZeaMays,
Background 
Noise
9:00 p.m.
Gunner Buc’s
$4
235-0123
 Phix 
10 p.m.
Canopy Club
(Urbana)
$8
344-2263
Saturday
 The RipTones
9:00 p.m.
Friends & Co.
Cover at door
345-2380
 Jeff Foxworthy
6:30, 8:30 p.m.
Lantz Arena
$18
 Lucky      
Boys  Confusion
10 p.m.
Canopy Club 
(Urbana)
$8
344-2263
Sunday
 Live Jazz
9:30 p.m.
Friends & Co.
345-2380
 Massivivid
10 p.m.
Canopy Club
$5
344-2263
Hello, my name is Paul Franklin and I
have an addiction. This school has not
helped me at all, because they feed it.
My professors feed my addiction daily
and you, the reader, feed it hourly. I am
addicted to the Internet. I’ll be more
specific: I am addicted to e-mail, but I
think I have found something to drive
away my addiction. 
I went to my sister’s wedding in
Vermont a few weeks ago and I had to
take a few days off work and school in
order to attend her wedding. On layover
in the Detroit Airport, I noticed an
online cafe, and I quickly urged my
fiance to stop in so we could get a bite to
eat and I could sneak a peak at my e-
mails. 
I had not checked my e-mail account
in four days, so I figured I would have
about 70 junk e-mails and 12 real ones to
read up on. To my surprise, I realized I
had over 120 e-mails and only three of
them were real! 
I didn’t go running to spamcop.com,
although I should have. I read the head-
lines aloud and told the world that well-
endowed vertically challenged individu-
als wanted me to see them. 
I found three “real” letters. One, a for-
ward from my rude friend with a list of
90 thousand “fwd:” names, the second a
link from my high school friend whom I
have not spoken with since high school;
inviting me to join collegeclub.com and
the last from my mother telling me my
flight schedule for the trip to Vermont. 
I am not irked about not receiving any
mail; I’m bothered by the idiots of the
world will send me an e-mail saying Bill
Gates is going to send me $300 for every
person I forward BETA to. 
Here’s a few tips on how to get rid of
junk mail:
Obviously.com says “Never, never,
never reply to Spam mail. The offers to
remove your name from a list are gen-
erally untrue, and often result in your
name getting added to yet another list.”
This is probably why I had over 100 e-
mails about buying life insurance and
beastiality.
The best way to get rid of junk mail is
to create three e-mail addresses. 
First, only send to immediate friends
and family. The second: don’t sign it up
for anything. 
Whenever you decide to sign yourself
up for anything over the internet that
does not deal with your money, give
them that link and get ready to wade
through junk mail. 
You can also use an address for busi-
ness purposes only; use for purchasing
and resumes. 
I don’t wish to sign up for 18,000 dif-
ferent e-mail addresses, so I am forced
to swim my way through mortgage con-
solidation and other ads What is the
world coming to? 
coming out
swinging:
Paul Franklin
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Junk e-mails, ruination of internet
By Ben Turner
STAFF WRITER
When a band changes labels,
typically to a larger one, a cer-
tain amount of pressure accom-
panies the change. 
Some bands thrive under pres-
sure and shine on their debut
album on the new label. Others
don’t, and become lackadaisical
and release material that doesn’t
compare to their earlier materi-
al. 
When this happens, music fans
sometimes blame the label, the
producer or the band members
for tarnishing what they had
previously viewed as a great
band. 
Sometimes, what music fans
forget is that not every album a
band makes is going to be their
best and unfortunately low
points are necessary to really
appreciate the highs. 
The Gainesville, Fla.-based
quartet, Hot Water Music, is a
band who went through this
roller-coaster ride in the early
part of the Century. 
Hailing from the punk rock
hotbed of the south, which has
also produced the likes of Less
Than Jake, Discount and Causey
Way, Hot Water Music has
attracted a large following
throughout the country since
forming in 1995. 
After releasing full-length
albums on the Gainesville- based
No Idea Records as well as Some
and Doghouse Records, the Los
Angles-based Epitaph Records
was finally able to lure the band
west in 2000. 
Hot Water’s first release on
Epitaph, “A Flight and a Crash,”
however, didn’t live up the
expectations that many had for
the band. 
Hot Water’s latest effort
“Caution” is their redemption
song for their fans who were
disappointed by their Epitaph
product. 
Guitarists Chuck Ragan and
Chris Wollard alternate
fronting the band, with both
providing lead vocals. Backing
up the tandem is bassist Jason
Black and drummer George
Rebelo.
Kicking off the album is
“Remedy,” yet another great
first song on the album
released by a band this year. 
The first two lines of the song
provide an unmistakable Hot
Water hook, “I need a remedy
of diesel and dust. Something I
can taste with a fix I can trust.” 
Track two, “Trusty Chords,”
is a dark tune about having only
a few of your favorite chords to
help you get through a tough
time in your life. 
“I was on a Mountain” may be
Hot Water’s response to the
overly negative feedback that
“A Flight and a Crash”
received, capping the tune with
“caution: the solid ground you
are on will slide from under
you.” “One Step to Slip,” starts
off with a mini-bass solo fol-
lowed by distortion and dual
guitars that is classic Hot
Water Music. 
Track six, “The Sense,” is a
frustration-laden number filled
with Hot Water’s disappoint-
ment of an increasing compli-
cated world.
Hot Water Music has been a
college radio staple for some
time. Their post-punk sound is
filled with a mixture of quality
lyrics and a four piece that play
off each other very well. 
“Caution” is a good album
that is a blend of their past and
insight into the band’s future. 
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WHERE ARE YOU TAKING YOUR 
FAMILY ON FAMILY WEEKEND?
DON’T FORGET WHAT’S COOKIN’!
Not only are we famous for our breakfast
and strawberry bread, but we offer a great
selection of sandwiches, wraps, appetizers,
salads, and dinners like:  
•fajitas•
•grilled salmon•
•marinated steaks•
•chicken•
Enjoy a beer or glass of wine with dinner
and one of our great desserts.
What’s Cookin’ has been family owned 
and operated for over 22 years.  We’re
located 7 blocks north of Old Main on 
7th Street.  You’ll find us just 1 block
north of the courthouse square in 
Charleston’s charming and historic
downtown business district.
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Need money for
clothes?
Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money! 
Your ad
delivered
to 9,000+ 
students
daily
Call an ad rep today
581-2816
